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SCHOOL AND DORMITORY

A Brief History of the
General Synod
of the
Reformed Presbyterian Church
In North America
Some of our brethren have asked me to write for publica
tion a historical slketch of the General Synod of the Reformed
Presbyterian Church in North America; especially, that of the
past 50 years. What I will write will cover two periodsi; name
ly, from about 1792 until 1888; and second, 1888 to the present
time. The first is drawn from sueh sources as we have at hand;
principally, the “MEMOIRS OP TH E LATE ALEXANDER IMcLEOD.” These will be mentioned briefly, as a fuller account
can be obtained by consulting the above mentioned Memoirs.
The second part will contain a brief history of the General Sy
nod as I have se»n it and took part in all its actions since 1888,
a period of ov er half a century.
The first ministers we will mention are Revs. William Gib
son and Jam es McKinney. These were soon followed by Messrs.
McLeod, Wylie, Black, and Donelly.
Alexander McLeod was born June 13, 1774, in the Isle of
Mull, Scotland. His ancestry were of Danish origin. He came
to New York from Liverpool, in 1792, at the age of 18 years.
He ascended the Hudson River to Albany, and went directly to
Princetown and Duanesburgh, lying south of the Mohawk, and
west of Schenectady, and then to Galway and Milton, in Sara
toga county, on the north side of the Mohawk river. Here he
met some families from the Highlands of Scotland; among whom
were the Glens, Burns, Spiers, Maxwells and McMillans, and
others who made his coming both a pleasure and profit to all.
He soon entered Union College, in Schenectady, and graduated
with distinction in 1798.
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Hpv. Janies McKinney cam*' from Ireland In 1793. Alexan
der Mr I/rod’s connection with the Reformed Presbyterians was
among the first fruits of McKinney’s ministry, as he preached
in Princetown, the last of hist series of sermons. He was a very
forceful preacher; this last effort led Mr. McF/eod to make his
decision. The text of his sermon was Psalms 27:4—"One thing
have I desired of the I/Ord, thatwill I seek after; that I may
dwell in the house of^the 1/ord all the days of my life, tobehold
the beauty of the Lord, and to enquire in His temple. This
wonderful sermon convinced Mr. McLeod, that he should em
brace the principles of the Reformed Presbyterian Church.
Mr. McKinney had exiled himself from his native Ireland,
lor the following reasons: First, sin, by polluting the consciences
of men, by swearing an immoral oath of allegiance to a tyran
nical government.
Second, smfler, by being perhaps shot—on the instant—on the
spot or hanged without a trial, at the discretion of a ruffian
soldiery; or if trial was allowed, it was a mere mockery, under
mart al law, and in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, resulted
in condemnation.
Third, to dee and exile oneself from the sepulchres of their
lathers. .McKinney chose the latter, and for conscience sake
became an exile.
At the same time and for the same reason, Rev. William
(iib. cn, trom County Antrim, Ireland, accompanied by Messrs.
John Clack and Samuel B. Wylie, both graduates of Glasgow
cn.versity, became exiles to the United States.
In 1798, Revs. McKinney and William Gibson organized them
selves into a Presbytery; and Messrs. McLeod, Black and Wylie
were received as students of theology. About the same time a
.\Ir. King, from the Scotch Presbytery arrived in the Carolina*,
and was received as a student of theology; and Thomas Donelly,
from the University of Glasgow, was also so received. Mr. King
soon passed to his reward, but the four other young men in due
time were all licensed to preach, at a meeting of Presbytery,
held in the home of Mr. Robert Beattie, at Coldenham, N. Y„
June 24. 1 1 99. They were soon all settled in their respective
places; .McLeod, in New York and Wallkill; Wylie in Philadel
phia:* Black, in Pittsburg; and Donelly, in South Carolina. The
vine now planted began to grow and bear much fruit. Other
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recruits arrived in due time from Scotland and Ireland, and soon
tlie Reformed Presbyterian Church was rapidly and permanently
growing in the United States of America.
Although there was unity in doctrine and mode of worship,
there was a lack of harmony on the matters of civil government,
and due to the fact that the United States1 Constitution recog
nized no higher authority than the will of the people, discord
was produced.
This defect in the Constitution, led to much contention; and,
as trouble with the British government was brewing, it became
necessary for every sect to declare their allegiance to the United
States^ A committee was duly appointed to draw up a form of
oath of allegiance that would be suitable to the church and
to the government. Revs. Gibson, Wylie and McLeod, were ap
pointed a committee to inquire what security the members of
this church can give to the constituted authorities of the United
States, consistent with their avowed principles, that they are
not to be considered, whether aliens or citizens, in the charac
ter 01 enemies; and report thereon.
After due deliberation they were not only prepared to report
to the people of the church, but to the government, the followoath of allegiance: (Dr. McLeod drew up the oath).
I, A B, do solemnly declare, in the name of the Most High
God, the searcher of hearts, that I abjure all foreign allegiance
\. hat soever, and hold that these States and the United States
a.e, and ought to be. sovereign, and independent of all other na
tions and governments; and that I will promote the best inter
ests of this empire, maintain its independence, preserve its
peace, and support the integrity of the Union to the best of my
power.”
Note here, that the Covenanters not only swore to support
the United States, but also the several States.
To make the
position then taken by the Covenanters clear to the present gen
eral.on, we can do no better than quote Dr. McMIaster, who was
Synod’s first Moderator. Before quoting the Doctor’s statement,
allow me to say, that it was the contention over the merits of
this oath that led to the disruption of the denomination in 1833,
and hence, two denominations of Reformed Presbyterians up to
the present day; namely, the General Synod and the Synod. As
to the merits of e.ther party or their beliefs we give each side
the credit of conscientiously following their own honest convic-
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tlons. The writer has the highest respect for both sides In the
controversy, and can only at this time lament the division, and
hope that in God's’ own time we may eventually see eye to eye.
(rood people often differ in their view of things, but these differ
ences should not stand between us and separate us as brethren
in Christ. Now hear Dr. McMaster on civil relations.
The Doctor states as an alternative, what they must have
intended. “Or rather,” says he, “does It not appear to have been
the intention of Synod, under a testimony against whatever
might be found amiss in the government, to leave the people
in all they found moral, to hold civil and political communion
with the States?” Examine, says the Doctor, the import of this
document. This Synod, it says, in the name of its constituent
members, and of the whole church, which they represent, de
clare that they support, to the utmost, the independence of the
United States, and the several States, against all foreign aggres
sions, and domestic factions, etc. What is a State? It Is nei
ther the soil nor the individuals', as such, that occupy the soil.
IT IS THE BODY POLITIC; the community under their Consti
tution and laws. It is the Constitution and constitutional laws,
expiessed or understood, that binds the people into a commun
ity, and thus forms a State. Abolish these bonds, and there is
no body politic; no State. The sovereignty or independence of
the several States is recognized in this deed of the church, and
a soiemn pledge is given to support to the utmost, the several
States in this independent sovereignty which they possess. This
is much stronger and more explicit than the LEGAL oath of al
legiance required.
Again, he says, the UNITED STATES are recognized as dis
tinct from the States. The States in union, present to the mind
an otject distinct from that of the several States, under their
own respective systems of order; and to the States, thus united,
a., of right, independent of all foreign nations, the pledge of
support to the utmost is tendered by this deed of our highest
judicatory. What is it that constitutes the several States, the
UNITED STATES? Is it not the Federal Constitution? The old
thirteen States were first constituted UNITED STATES by their
1 epresentatives in the Congress of 1774, meeting in support of
a common cause, against a common oppressor, and acting un
der the well known principles of that common cause, for the
general welfare.
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Such were the first bonds of Union. These gave place to
the more specific Articles of Confederation, which, in course of
I time, yielded to the United States Constitution. This is the
present bond of Union. It is the Federal Constitution that
makes the several States the UNITED STATES. Annul that in
strument, and you will find the several States^ each in full pos>session of its primitive sovereignty, with all its prerogatives;
but there will be no United States, no Federal government, no
ii united Empire to which an oath of allegiance could be given.
To one part of the engagement your attention is particulari ly directed: “the pledge to support the integrity of the Union”—
Uaye, the “integrity” of the Union; the entireness of the Union.
I Remember the bond that holds the States in union is the Federal
vConstitution. Can the entireness of the Union be preserved
Kotherwise than by the preservation of this bond ? Cast away
1 this bond, and the Union is at an end. The oath then, obliges
a to support the Constitution in its true spirit and1 interest, as it
I is that which [gives existence to the Union, in its present form,
which holds the States in union, and without which the Union
q must cease.”
These statements from Doctor McMaster are food for thought
>for the young ministers1’ of our dhurch; and for a fuller statej ment, see MEMOIRS, page 136.
The contention seems to have been principally on the quesI tion, is the Constitution immoral? The Doctor reduces it to the
; lo.m ol a syllogism.
“To no imm ral government may an oath of allegiance be
i; gi ven.
"But an oath of allegiance may be given to the (U. S. Gov■ eminent.
"'therefore, the government is not immoral.” (see MEMJO IR S, page 141).
In the year 1802 Doctor McLeod took the initiative in oppos| ing the evil of Slavery, which at that time was all too common
1 in the Northern part, of the United States, and so vigorously
^ pressed the opposition that within a few years, so far as the
| Reformed Presbyterian Church is concerned, slavery was a thing
I of the past.
In the year 1804 Doctor McLeod composed and published
| a little book, the Ecclesiastical Catechism, setting forth the
1 Scriptural claim for the divine authority of the Presbyterian
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form of government, and procedure in rules and regulations for
Church Courts.
This little volume 1* long out of print, but
should be reprinted for the benefit of the present generation.
Among the Important things that took place In these stir
ring times was the founding of our Theological Seminary. This
was about the year 1807. Rev. Samuel B. Wylie was appointed
Professor of Theology.
There were three prerequisites laid
down as being necessary for a minister of the Gospel, viz: Piety,
Good Sense and a Good Theological Education. These we be
lieve are very proper; but, neither one alone will do, and the
first and third, without the second, will not insure success. All
the training that a Seminary can give, will be marred without
Piety, and both ruined, without Good Sense.
Piety is the fruit
of the Holy Spirit; Good Sense is a natural qualification, and
an Education is the product of the Seminary. All three together
are excellent, but I would respectfully add one other, viz: the
presentation of the body, a living sacrifice to God.
The first Synod was constituted May 24, 1809, in Philadel
phia. Rev. William Gibson, Moderator of the Reformed Presby
tery. presided, and constituted the first Synod. The Court re
solved that this Ecclesiastical body should be known as the
“Synod of the Reformed Presbyterian Church in America.” The
word “North” seems to have been added later; we now say
“North America.”
The Presbyterial Judicatories were the Northern, Middle and
Southern Presbyteries respectively. The Rev. Gilbert McMaster
was chosen Moderator, and Rev. John Black, Stated Clerk. The
Reformed Presbytery, which had been previously the existing
Court, now ceased to function.
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C H A P T E R II

After laying down a short and plain, statement of the dif
ference between the two divisions of the Reformed Presbyter
ian bodies, we proceed to record some historic facts relative to
the progress and growth of General Synod:
A joint committee of the General Synod, and the Synod of
the Reformed Presbyterian Church in North America, met in
New York City, May 22, 1872, and after due deliberation, the
position of each body was stated as follows:
“1. The position of the Synod of the Reformed Presbyter
ian Church in North America is, ‘That all such civil and politi
cal transactions as imply an oath of allegiance to the Constitu
tion and Government of the United States, involve a criminal
incorporation with the institutions of the country, which is for
bidden by the law of the Church.’
“2. The position of the General Synod is, ‘That no con
nection writh the laws, the officers, or order of the State is pro
hibited by the Church, except what truly involves immorality;
and further, that exercising the rights of citizenship does not
necessarily involve immorality; and being left to the conscien
tious convictions of church members, is not made a term of
communion in the Reformed Presbyterian Church.’ ”
(See page 249, Minutes of General Synod, 1872. Commit
tee, John N. McLeod, David Steele, Samuel Moffett.)
This is the most concise statement on the point of differ
ence between the -two Synods that we have found anywhere
in our Synodic records.
Now- with this in our minds we may take up our study of
the progress of events in the General Synod. We have no au
thentic history in our possession, on many important matters
for several years. However, in the “Banner of the Covenant, ’
a magazine that \yas our official paper until about 1868, we have
a lew historic facts to bridge over the time between the early
fifties and 1868-1869.
In 1856 we had seven Presbyteries in American and one in
India, viz: the Northern, Eastern, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Ohio,
Chicago, and Western; and in India the Saharanpur. Our Mis
sion in India was organized in 1834, and w-as very prosperous
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under the leadership of Iters. Calderwood, Caldwell and Woodside, and a few others, until the disruption that took place dur
ing the George H. Stuart case, In 1868. It Is worthy of note,
that In 1856, our regular miniate rial delegation to Synod, was
40; and there were as many congregations, and quite a number
of mission stations.
In 1858, there were 28 ministers and about as many elders
at Synod which met in Eden, near Sparta, Illinois. In the Noithern Presbytery there were 11 congregations and stations;
in the Eastern Presbytery, 8; Philadelphia Presbytery, 8; Pitts
burg Presbytery, 16; Ohio, 9; Western, 9; and Chicago, 11; a
total of 73.
Considering the times, this was a fine array of ministers
and fields for labor. It seem®, however, that all this splendid
opportunity for work, and the number of able men, was destined
to be stampeded, and the work hindered by the power and in
fluence of one man and those under his influence, because of his
wealth and standing in the church councils. He was none other
than Mr. George H. Stuart, of the First Reformed Presbyterian
Church of Philadelphia.
These were the days of Union agitation among the Pres
byterian bodies, and people seemed to get excited and do many
things that they under different circumstances would not have
done. Mr. Stuart, being a little more liberal minded than many
others, on the subject of Psalmody and possibly some other
things, although orthodox in his theological views, had broken
the established order of the church in singing unauthorized
hymns in divine worship, and when called to account by his
brethren, resented their interference with all his might. This,
of course, led to unwise words on both sides of the question,
and others took up the contention, just when wisdom would
have led them to hold their peace. The wTiole matter got into
the church courts, and while it might have been settled ami
cably, it seems that Mr. Stuart defied the Synod to exer
cise its rightful authority. Synod then suspended him for con
tumacy; that is, for reproachful utterances and contempt of
court.
While it is true that Mr. Stuart had violated the established
order of the church in regard to the use of uninspired hymns
and restricted
communion; yet, it seems that there was the
)
.
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opinion in the minds of many that there was not enough oppo
sition to these acts to secure his conviction; but, as he had
defied the court .they could not do otherwise than suspend
him. The vote was taken, and there were 28 for suspension
and 14 against.
The vote stood as follows:
Synod proceeded to vote. The roll was called and the re
sult declared as follows: Ayes — The Moderator, W. S. Brat
ton, Dr. Crawford, Dr. Douglas, M. Harshaw, J. F. Morton, W.
J. McDowell, Dr. McMaster, A. Thomson, N. Woodside, A. G.
Wylie, S. Young, W. Earley, J. N. Gifford, Peter Gibson, K.
Hunter, R. Hemphill, J. Holmes, R. M'athews, R. Marshall, W.
MCDachlan, W. Reed, D. Fields, D. Stewart, J. Sample, J. Stor
mont, M. Shirra, J. Scott — 28. Noes — J. H. Cooper, J. F.
Hill, Thomas Johnston, Dr. McLeod, J. McMillan, R. McMillan,
Dr. McAuley, Dr. Scott, Dr. Sterrett, S. Wylie, Dr. Wylie, H.
Dehaven, R. H. McMunn — 14. Not voting — Dr. Clarke, A. R.
Gailey, W. P. Shaw, A. Kerr, W. McCormick, J. Stewart — 6.
There is little doubt that there were some who voted for his
suspension who would have done differently if he had kept cool,
said less, and left the whole matter to be decided on its merits.
This whole matter was done before the writer of this ac
count was able to understand the case, and we can only express
our sorrow for the whole proceeding, and hope this and succeed
ing generations may control their tempers and expressions, for
their own good and the peace of the church. It is a pity that
men of wealth and influence are sometimes so unwise.
The
decision of General Synod, wise or unwise, resulted in a large
minority leaving the church, to run independent tor a time and
then go into another denomination.
The General Synod was criticized by its enemies; but real
ly, it had to maintain its d.gnity and authority, or lose the re
spect of the people and hasten its ruin.
No civil court could
maintain its right to exist, if it would suffer contempt to go
unpunished.
Throughout the church, and espee.ally in the
Philadelphia Presbytery, minorities were in some cases denied
their lights, and it became necessary for the Synod to organize
a second Presbytery; because the minority element in that Pres
bytery had been denied their rights to be appointed as deiegats to General Synod, because they did not represent the ma
jority.
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Alter the storm hail abated, and the roll was called the next
year, there were only 24 ministers on the roll, although at least
two ministers who voted No remained with the church until
their death.
The defection was keenly felt at home, but the Foreign Mis
sion In India, was practically ruined. Indeed they had no di
rect communication with the Synod, except through those who
were In sympathy with Mr. Stuart, who had been treasurer of
the Foreign Board" for years. Hence, nearly all the Mission
was carried into the Presbyterian Church, U. S. A.
The Saharanpur Presbytery maintained its organization and
eventually returned to General Synod. The Rev. John S. Woodside, one of our missionaries, was carried away with the rest,
but when he returned to America, he told the U. S. A. Foreign
Mission Board that they had done a very wicked deed in taking
away our property. While he had left the church, he would
not be a party to falling upon the spoils. It is surely time for
us to learn the lesson that misplaced power and influence is
dangerous in all the walks of life.
Oue disappointment is often followed by another.
As we
have observed, church union was the thing uppermost in the
Presbyterian bodies at this time. The Old and the New School
Piesbyterians were uniting, and while we were fortunate enough
to escape that disaster, we fell for a time into another one, but
not without some bruises.
Negotations were going on for a possible union with the
United Presbyterians, and if a little wisdom had been used,
something might have been realized; some were ashing for
more time to consider the terms of union, but others would not
wait; they said, NOW OR NEVER.
The joint committee met and drew up a report (see page
203, Minutes 1869), in which it is plain to see that the larger
denomination was getting everything for itself; and because the
report was not immediately approved, Dr. John McMaster, of
Princeton, Ind., Rev. W. S. Bratton, of Coulterville, 111., Rev. M.
Harshaw, of Concord, and Rev. J. K. Martin, of Walnut Hill, 111.,
all immediately arose and tried to take their congregations and
all the vacancies of the Presbytery into the United Presbyter
ian Church, without giving those who asked for more time to
study the terms of union a chance to do so. While of course
all were expressing their opinions, there was no evidence that
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there was anything but a sincere desire to study carefully the
report and make a final decision at a later date. This stam
pede was one of the strangest acts to be found in the records
of ecclesiastical gymnastics. Good men with good records, and
on good terms with all their brethren, without any sane reason
for their actions, leaving Synod on the most friendly terms,
returning home to turn a complete ecclesiastical somersault, be
cause they did not get what they wanted immediately.
This was a serious blow to the Western Presbytery, as it
caused contention and hard feelings among old-time friends who
had walked together, in peace and harmony for years.
The
eldership seemed to use better judgment in matters pertaining
to the church, but the ministers of the Gospel, driven forward
by some unseen force, seemed destitute of good sense and pa
tience to go a little slower, taking time to decide on what they
should do, in doing their part in working out the destiny of the
church they had loved and honored.
They carried with them the Presbyiterial Records, taking
them into the United Presbyterian Church, where they were of
no use to anyone, and kept them there for years. Efforts were
made to secure them, but they had not been returned when
your historian entered the ministry in 1838.
The reasons why the Minutes of the Western Presbyteiy
were not delivered to the Clerk of the Presbytery are given
on page 203 of the Minutes of Synod, 1874:
Princeton, Jnd., Jan. 12, 1874.
Rev. W. J. Smiley, Sparta, Illinois.
Dear Sir:
Your letter asking for the Minutes of the late Western
1 resbytery of the Reformed Presbyterian Church was received
some time ago, but owing to a protracted illness I have been
unable to reply. I am not able to write myself, but am confined
to my room and bed. With regard to the Minutes spoken of,
I would state that the last General Assembly ordered the rec
oids of all Presbyteries and Synods, not now in existence as
such, to be sent to the Superintendent of the U. P. Book Rooms
at Pittsburg, Pa. The Western Presbytery, having, as a Pres
bytery, gone into and become a part o f the <Hintied P.resby&erian Church, according to the direction ol the Assembly, as afore
stated, 1, as the last clerk of that Presbytery, have sent the re
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ordo to the Superintendent of the U. P. Book Room*. at I itt§burg, I’a., for preservation and safe keeping, and they are new
in his hands.
I ani, very respectfully, yours, &c,
John McMaster, D. D.
Per J. A.. Calhoun.
Our Comment:—True, the Western Presbytery was stunned
by the blow of its supposed friends, but never killed; hence,
was not the “late” Presbytery. It is still living at this date,
1943. Like the man on his way down to Jericho, it was wound
ed and left half dead, and while the priests looked on or passed
by on the other side, a faithful eldership carried it home, and
under their hospitable care, it was revived and remains to this
day.
Had it been an enemy that reproached us; or one who hated
us, we could have borne it; but thou, men, our equal, guide, ac
quaintance, with whom we had taken sweet counsel, and walked
to the house of God in company.
W’hile it is true that all the ministers of the Western Pres
bytery, except the Rev. Samuel Wylie, of Eden, near Sparta,
Illinois, left the General Synod, none of the congregations as a
body followed their pastors. This simply meant that five good
strong congregations were divided into ten weak: ones, and that
instead of union, there was disruption, bitter feelings and enmity
sown, where formerly there had been unity, good feeling and
Christian fellowship.
The results of the actions of these above mentioned minis
ters were two-fold, in this, that the peace and harmony of these
divided churches was destroyed; and, an enmity against the
United Presbyterian Church was made, that in a measure still
exists; and this is not due to any overt act upon the part of
the United Presbyterian Church itself. In this instance no one
charged the other of holding any unorthodox doctrines. In fact,
there were no difficulties that might not have been overcome
in due time. Where there were once strong, active congrega
tions, now, there were an increased number of weak, struggling
ones in their stead. Strange, but true, three of these ministers
who led in the defection, died a few years later, and never
were permitted to see the expected fruits of ^their misguided
deeds.
Rev. Samuel Wylie, of Eden, had now grown old and feeble.
Rev. James S. Scott, in 1870, came into the Western Presby-
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tery, and the work took on a new lease of life. However, one
of the economic problems of church affairs arose that was hard
to solve. Both of the denominations had been seeking union,
and thus conserving their powers for effective work, found them
selves with more and weaker churches, but no immediate in
crease in ministerial laborers. Indeed it was three or four years
before the General Synod was able to secure pastors for these
disrupted congregations. Our Seminary was sending out stu
dents as fast as possible, but many of them were not as thor
oughly prepared for their work as the regular order of the
church required, and often the work was very unsatisfactory.
But one disaster is often followed by another, and so it was
at this time. No sooner had these calamities passed over, when
another of a much different kind came as a cloud to cast its
shadow over the whole church. This time, the case was one
against one of our most eloquent, loyal and respected ministers
of the Gospel, and the scene was enacted in the city of Pitts
burg, Pa., in 1880, when the Rev. Nevin Woodside was suspend
ed from the ministry for an alleged immorality. This was at
the beginning of my college days, and all the facts pro and
con, available were gathered, but even then, it was impossible
for one so unsophisticated to arrive a t the real truth in the
case. However, we always had some doubts of the guilt of
Rev. Mr. Woodside. Even if he was as guilty as his enemies
maintained, the whole procedure was in the light of many, one
that "would not be sanctioned by any civil court in the land.
The Synod met in Pittsburg, in 1880, and according to cus
tom, Rev. Mr. Woodside should open the Synod with a sermon,
which was his duty by appointment. Objections were made to
his preaching under the circumstances, but he stood for what
he considered his rights, and this simply added fuel to the fire.
The opposition claimed that new evidence had been secured
a gainst him, and Synod proceeded with the trial, convicted him
and suspended him from the mnistry. This, of course, did not
stop him from preaching. He appealed from the decision of
S> nod, and to the Lord Jesus Christ, the Head of the Church,
and with his followers organized another congregation, purcba-t-d a church building on Grant Street, where he continued
to pi each until his death.
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Whatever may bp said of thp merits of the case, or of hi*
guilt or innocenw, wp havp nothing to say. Whpn we met anil
becamp acquainted with thp minority element of the Oak Alley
church, we had very serious doubts about the guilt of Mr. Woodside. Thp writer met him on two occasions afterward and heard
him deliver a lecture once. He certainly was a master orator
and an aggressive preacher of the Gospel. He always wanted
to get back into General Synod, the church he had served so
well. He also, to the last maintained his innocence. He had
no feelings of revenge, but stood by himself abiding his time,
and left behind him a fine congregation, which afterward re
turned to General Synod.
One of our most respected ministers at that time in the
Philadelphia Presbytery, and one who had voted for his suspen
sion, afterward acknowledged his error in voting to suspend a
man whose guilt he doubted. As to his guilt or innocence the
writer kmows nothing. But we do know by observation, that of
ten church courts are conducted in a way that reveals a sad
want of wisdom among its members. The court often assumes
the role of prosecutor, judge and jury; many of the jurors being
already settled in their own minds on the matter of guilt or in
nocence of the person on trial, before the evidence is given;
a thing that would unfit them for jurors in any civil court of
justice.
In the past history of ecclesiastical courts, we find very
little for which the church has reason to be proud.
Now, turning aside from these vexing things, that did much
harm and very little good, we will call your attention in the next
chapter to our institutions of learning.
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C H A P T E R III

OUR ED UCATIO N AL IN STITUTIO N S

No sooner had th^ Reformed Presbyterian Church been es
tablished, than its founders saw the necessity of having a well
educated ministry, and to this end, decided to organize a Theo
logical Seminary. They saw the need o f:
First, a pious ministry, to minister in holy things. No man
can be lawfully admitted to membership in the Christian Church,
much less to hold office in it, while evidently devoid of practical
Godliness.
Second, good sense is the second qualification for the min
istry. ’T his qualification has too often been overlooked:. A man
without good sense, will never be able to see his own faults1, or
sympathize with others in their faults; nor, be able to lead the
erring to a righteous life or rule in the affairs of the church.
Third, a good theological education is necessary to equip one
lor the Gospel ministry, but this: must be sanctified by piety and
good sense. The long experiences of the churches proves1 that
such a ministry can not be obtained without a regular system of
instruction in theology. Therefore, to provide such a succession
of able men for the Gospel ministry, the Reformed Presbyterian
Church in North America established a Theological Seminary,
with the following constitution:
Article I

Ii

Sect. 1. The Theological Seminary shall be under the direc
tion of the highest Judicatory of the Reformed Presbyterian
Church in the United States of North Aemrica: and to that Judi
catory it shall alone appertain to alter or amend this Constitu
tion; to appoint all the officers employed in the establishment; to
determine the place in which the Seminary shall be established
or continued; to fix the Salary of the Professor or Professors;
and to decide upon the manner in which, in other cases, its funds
shall be applied.
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2. No candidate shnll be 11cenaed to preach the gospel, by
any of the Judicatories of the Reformed Presbyterian Church
alter the organization of this Seminary, unless he produce a reg
ular certificate of his having attended with approbation to the
c< urse of instruction prescribed for the lust two years, or exh bit such testimonials as shall in the estimation of the court
prove equivalent.
•
3. All officers belonging to this institution, whether ap
pointed for a definite or indefinite term, shall have a right to
1 erform the duties of office until they are superseded by the ap
pointment of others; and no alteration of this constitution shall
take place, during that Session of Judicatory in which such alter
ation is first proposed.
Article II

Sect. 1. An ordained minister of competent abilities shall be
appointed Professor of Theology; and it shall be his duty to see
the plan of instruction carrjed into execution; he shall himself
personally execute the plan of instruction for the last two ses
sions'; and he shall have power, at his own discretion, while una is.ed, and with the consent of such other professor, ot proiesvors, as may be appointed to aid him in the instruction of stu£indents into the Seminary, and to admonish or suspend for misemeanour, subject nevertheless to the ultimate decision of the
board of superintendents.
2. There shall be appointed at every stated meeting of the
competent Judicatory, from among the ministers of the church,
three superintendents, whose duty it shall be to meet annually,
cn the first Wednesday of May, and in conjunction with the pro
fessor of theology, examine both students1and applicants, assign
ing to them their places in the first, second, or third classes, ac
cording to the proficiency they may have made in the proper
literature of the institution; hear public discourses from the stu
dents; grant certificates to those who may have completed their
studies; and legislate, consistently with the constitution, on
every thing respecting the Seminary.
3. There shall be appointed from among the officers of the
church a Treasurer, who shall have charge of all the funds of the
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and shall exhibit a regular statement to the Superior
on each stated meeting. He shall continue in office
pleasure of the court, and shall answer the draughts
him by the secretary of the board of superintendents.
Article III

Sect. 1. No student shall be admitted into the Seminary un
less he have previously graduated in some college or univer
sity; but the Supreme Judicatory may direct the superintendents
to admit such applicants as, upon examination, are found to pos
sess literary qualifications equivalent to those which usually en
title a student of college to the first degree in the arts.
2. The students shall pay strict attention to the directions
of the professor of theology, or faculty: they shall pursue the
course of reading, and of moral conduct marked out for them:
they shall behave with respectful demeanor towards all the
constituted authorities of the Seminary; and shall, upon their ad
mission, subscribe this constitution.
3. Each student shall pay annually into the hands of the
professor of theology, for the general fund, the sum of twentylive dollars: and the superintendents may grant, either as a loan
or as a gift, this sum, and with the permission of the Judica
tory, any other necessary sum, to those whose resources are in
adequate to their expenditure during the sessions of the sem
inary.
Article IV

Sect. 1. The course of instruction shall occupy four succes
sive annual sessions, and each session shall be of six months
continuance; from the first of November to the first of May.
'The whole course shall be divided into three several parts, appropiiated to three distinct classes, the first, the second, and the
third, into any one of which, students duly qualified may be
admitted.
2.
The first shall be called the Class of Biblical Literature,
and in it shall the student, during the first session, attend, in
oider that he may be qualified for understanding the sacred text.
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The students In this class shall be instructed In the lan
guages of Iwt-h the Old and the New Testaments, and in the cog
nate dialects, reading such portions of the Greek) Classics as shall
bo prescribed for them: They Shall attend, twice In each week.
Lectures on History. And it shall be the duty of the professor
to condense into fifty-two lectures, the outlines of history, sacred
and profane, from the beginning’ of the world until the (then)
present time; following the line of prophecy, and connecting civil
wth ecclesiastical history, referring the students to the proper
authorities, and directing them to consult the other explanatory
historians.
3. The second shall be called the Glass of Pulpit Eloquence,
and in it shall the student, during the second session attend, in
order to qualify him for expoundng in a persuasive manner the
oracles of God. It shall be the duty of the professor to deliver to
this class a course of lectures on Metaphysics, (including the sci
ence of the human mind and Christian experience,) on logic, on
ethics, (including political morality,) and on elocution, and the
method of sermonizing, giving a corresponding direction to their
reading.
4. The third shall be called the Class of Systematic and Po
lemical Theology, and in it shall tlhe student during the third
and fourth sessions, attend in order to establish him in the anal
ogy of faith, and enable him to resist gainsayers. It shall be the
duty of the professor to deliver to this class a series of lectures
cu Divinity, pursuing the plan laid down in the declaratory part
or “Iteioimat.on Principles exhibited,” (The Testimony of the
Church) and directing the students to peruse and compare the
Confessions of the Reformed Churches, together with the most
approved Systems of Theology. The whole course must not ex
ceed the number of one hundred and four lectures.
5. All the students throughout the several classes shall be
directed, occasionally, to attend to reading Hebrew and other or
iental languages1; they shall also pay attention to sacred criti
cism, compose dissertations, and deliver discourses, as the pro
fessor of theology shall see meet to direct tlhem; and they shall
de.iver discourses in public, at the annual examination, before
the board of superintendents.
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6.
Those students who shall have with approbation com
pleted their studies, slhall be duly certified; they shall be deliv
ered up for trials to the Presbyteries, and disposed of to these
courts at the will of the Superior Judicatory, or at the discretion
of the superintendents1 until such Judicatory meets; provided,
however, that no sudh candidate shall be ordained to a pastoral
charge, previous to the first meeting of the Superior Judicatory
after he shall have completed his course at the Seminary. Stu
dents not in the communion of this1church, shall upon receiving
their certificates be at their own disposal.
C E D A R V IL L E

TH EO LO G ICAL SEM IN ARY

The Theological Seminary of the Reformed Presbyterian
Church (General Synod) of North America is one of the oldest
institutions for the professional training of young men for the
gospel ministry in the United States.
At a meeting of the Reformed Presbytery of North Ameri
ca, held in John Thompson’s home, Conococheague, in October,
1807, a committee, consisting of the Reverends Gibson, Wylie,
and McLeod, was appointed to inquire into the necessity for
establishing a theological seminary and, if such necessity exist
ed, to outline a plan for the inspection of the Presbytery.
On
the following day the committee reported the need of such an
institution and presented an outline of the plan. The Presby
tery considered the articles of the constitution and, with some
amendments, adopted them.
The seminary was to be located in Philadelphia. The Rev.
Samuel B. Wylie, of Philadelphia, was unanimously elected Prolessor of Theology, and Revs. Gibson, Black, and McLeod, su
perintendents for the first year of its organization. The su
perintendents met .with the Professor of Theology in Philadel
phia in May, 1809, to organize the Seminary and make all ne
cessary arrangements. No students had presented themselves.
A committee, appointed for this purpose, reported that the
amended draft of the constitution had not been published, and
that they had not made an appeal to the church in general for
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pecuniary aid. The suggt'stion wait made that the Seminary
be removed from Philadelphia 'to Wallkill, but opposition of Mr.
Wylie was so decided that it was thought best to continue its
seat in Philadelphia. The Board of Superintendents was in
structed to meet with the professor in Philadelphia, in 1810,
and to exert themselves in behalf of the institution. Mr. Gib
son having declined1 to serve as superintendent, Rev. Gilbert
MoMaster was appointed in his stead, and the Seminary was
organized May 25, 1810.
Rev. S. B. Wylie, D. D., was its first, and for many years,
its only professor. The number of students was comparatively
large, but the Seminary was not sustained by the Church with
the interest which should have been manifested. It was there
fore suspended from 1817 until 1823, but its usefulness being
generally acknowledged, it was revived in 1823, and its former
professor was reappointed to take charge of it. The contro
versies that agitated the Church and finally resulted in the
division of 1833, affected the Seminary so injuriously that it
was again suspended in 1827. From 1817 until 1823, and again
from 1827 until 1844, the training of theological students was
under the care of the several presbyteries. Dr. S. B. Wylie
trained more than any other minister. Dr. Black instructed
many in the West, and Dr. James R. Wilson several in the East.
Others studied under the direction of their pastors. In 1844 the
Seminary was reorganized with Dr. S. B. Wylie as Professor of
Theology, and Dr. Samuel W. Crawford as Adjunct Professor.
The course of instruction was to occupy four successive annual
sessions; each session to be of four months’ duration, from the
first of December to the first of April.
For a number of years Dr. S. B. Wylie was also assisted by
his son, the Rev. Theodoras W. J. Wylie, as Junior Professor.
In 1850, a second theological seminary was organized at
Xenia, Ohio, with Dr. Gilbert /McMaster as Professor of Theo
logy, and the Rev. Hugh McMillan as Assistant Professor.
When the Wylies, father and son, resigned from the Eastern
Seminary in 1851, it was removed to New York City, and Dr.
John N. McLeod was elected Professor of Theology.
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In 1854, General Synod decided to unite the Eastern and
Western Seminaries' and locate the institution at Philadelphia.
The Rev. John N. McLeod, D. D., was elected Professor of Sys
tematic and Practical Theology, and Rev. T. W. J. Wylie was
chosen Professor of Biblical Literature.
In 1863, the Rev. David Steele, D. D., was elected Professor
of Hebrew, Greek and Practical Theology.
In 1868, Doctor
Wylie with his Presbytery, seceded from the General Syond
of the Reformed Presbyterian Church, and his chair was de
clared vacant. The Rev. David Steele, D. D., was elected Pro
fessor of Biblical Literature in 1869, and upon the death of Doc
tor McLeod in 1874, was' chosen Professor of Theology. The
chair of Biblical Literature was filled temporarily by Rev. A.
i nompson, Rev. W. J. McDowell and Rev. Matthew Gailey; and
in 1876 he Rev. Matthew Gailey was elected to the vacancy.
In 1890, the Rev. James Y. Boice, D. D., was elected Pro
fessor of Homiletics, Church History and Pastoral Theology.
Upon the death of the Rev. Matthew Gailey in 1902, the Rev.
Jam es Steele took up the work of his chair, and in 1903 was
formally elected Professor of Hebrew and Church History.
In 1906, Dr. David Steele died, and the Rev. James Steele
resigned. The Rev. W. J. Smiley was in that year elected Pro
fessor of Hebrew and Church History, while Dr. Boice taught
Theology, Homiletics and Greek until the removal of the Semin
ary liom Philadelphia in 1913, when he retired from the active
work of the professorship and was elected Professor Emerituk
retaining this honor until his death in 1916.
In 1913, the Seminray was removed to Cedarville, Ohio, to
be operated in connection with Cedarvile College. The follow
ing faculty was appointed: Rev. David McKinney, D. D., LL. D.,
Dean and Professor of Systematic and P astoral‘Theology; Rev.
W. R. McChesney, Ph. D., D. D., Secretary and Professor of
New Testament Language and Literature; Rev. F. A. Jurkat,
A. M., LL. D., Professor of Church History and Old Testament
Language and Literature; and Itev. Leroy Allen, A. M., Profes
sor of Homiletics, (Biblical Theololgy, Archaeology and So
ciology.
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In 1914, Rev. David McKinney resigned, and Dr. McChesney was chosen Dean and Professor of Theology In addition to
his chair ol New Testament Language and Literature. Profes
sor Jurkat was elected1 Secretary.
Upon the election of Dr. McChesney to the Presidency of
Cedmrvllle College, In 1915, the Rev. James L. Chesnut, D. D„
was chosen Dean and Professor of Systematic .and Pastoral The
ology, Dr. McChesney retaining the chair of New Testament,
and the other instructors remaining unchanged.
Dr. Chesnut
died in 1918, and Dr. McChesney was again elected Dean and
Professor of Theology.
In 1922 Professor Allen resigned. Rev. W. P. Harrimon,
A. B„ '12, was elected to the Department of Homiletics and
Biblical Theology, and Rev. B. E. Robison, B. D., to the De
partment of Pastoral Theology( Archaeology and Sociology.
Rev. Robison resigned in 1927.
In 1925, Dr. Hamman resigned, and Rev. Ingmire, Pastor
of the local M. E. Church, was elected to the chair of Homiletics,
Archaeology, and Religious Education.
Rev. C. M. Ritchie,-D. D., Ph. D., upon the resignation of
Rev. Ingmire, was chosen in the fall of 1928 to take the chair
of Homiletics and Christian Education.
Thus for over a century, with brief intermissions, the Sem
inary has continued its work of preparing young men for the
gospel ministry. The results of its labors are to be looked for,
not merely in the Reformed Presbyterian Church, but in many
other denominations that have been enriched in spiritual lead
ership by those who have gone out from the church of their na
tivity, but have carried with them the fruits of the scholarship
and thorough theological training which has distinguished the
Seminary.
It is the aim of the present control of the Seminary to
maintain all of the best traditions of the past and yet to affoid
to the youth preparing for future usefulness in the church just
the sort of professional education that will fit -them for present
and future needs and conditions.
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HI STORY OF T H E C O L L E G E

AjI the meeting of the General Synod of the Reformed Pres
byterian Church in North America, in Duanesburgh, N. Y., May
24, 1879, the Rev. J. F. Morton, D. D., presented a paper which
inaugurated the movement in the church for a collegiate insti
tution. This paper was unanimously adopted, and a committee,
of which Dr. Morton was chairman, was appointed to carry out
the project. At a later meeting of the Synod, Rev. John Al
ford, D. D., of Beaver Falls, Pa., was appointed financial agent
and succeeded in raising over $10,000 in subscriptions and cash
throughout the church during the fallowing year. At the meet
ing of the Synod in Cincinnati, Ohio, the Rev. David Steele,
D. D., on (May 26, 1885, offered a resolution that the college be
started as soon as possible and located in or near Cedarville,
Ohio. This motion was passed unanimously.
The following
committee was appointed to secure the site: Rev. J. F. Morton,
D. D., Messrs. Thomas Gibson, R. Park, Hugh McCollum, Jr.,
and H. H. McMillan. On January 20, 1887, the committee be
came incorporated under the laws of Ohio and on the 26th day
of January, 1887, they obtained a charter for “The Cedarville
College.” On March 11, 1887, the incorporators met in Cedar
ville and elected themselves the first Board of Trustees of Cedarville 'College, with Mr. Thomas Gibson, president, who served
in that capacity until his death. At the meeting of Synod in
May, 1887, the following persons were added to this first Board
of Trustees: Robert Abbott, James Patterson, Alexander Kerr
and Ephraim Young. The enterprise then slumbered until the
meeting of Synod in Cedarville in 1892, when the Ohio Presby
tery reported that William Gibson, Esq., of Cincinnati, an elder
in the Presbyterian Church of that city, had left $25,000 for
the college in memory of his father, Peter Gibson, an elder ol
the Reformed Presbyterian congregation of Cincinnati for a long
period of years. Again the Board of Trustees took up the work
and at the meeting of Synod in Coulterville, 111., on May 18,
1894, the college was launched with Rev. David McKinney,
D. D„ as president, who served in that capacity for twenty-one
years. Rev. J. F. Morton, D. D., was chosen vice-president.
Rev. W. R. McChesney, D. D., was chosen the first professor.
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beginning his work for the college, July 10, 1894. Upon the
resignation of I)r. (McKinney in 1916, Dr. McChesney was elected
president. The first faculty consisted of Rev. David McKin
ney, D. D., president; Rev. Janies F. Morton, D. D., vice-presi
dent and professor of English Bible; W. Renwlck McChesney,
A. M., secretary and professor of Ancient language; Carrie
Blair, professor of Mathematics'; Frank H. l>ean, A. B., profes
sor of English -and Science; and Belle Beazell, professor of
M u s ic .

On September 19, 1894, the College was opened for instruc
tion to thirty-six students in the fine old mansion formerly
owned by Rev. Hugh McMillan, D. D., the first pastor of the
Main Street Reformed Presbyterian congregation of Cedarville.
In this place three-quarter of a century ago, Dr. McMillan
taught an academy, from which graduated a number of illus
trious men. These quarters proving too hampered for the work,
the new building was erected and entered the following year.
The cornerstone of this building was laid with impressive ser
vices on June 25, 1895, and the dedication took place during
the meeting of Synod in 1896.
At the meeting of the General Synod at Coulterville, Blinoi, in May 1928, the General Synod gave up entirely all owner
ship, control, and vested interests of Cedarville College to the
Board of Trustees and their successors forever.
The Board of Trustees unanimously agreed at their mid
year meeting, February 8, 1929, to maintain the orthodox Chris
tian belief and teachings for which Cedarville College Las al
ways stood and which are as follows:

The Declaration of Cedarville College
Cedarville College was established in faith and prayer. It
stands today, as it always has stood, for genuine Christianity
founded upon and agreeable to the inspired Word of God.
It
was chartered by the descendants of the Covenanters of Scot
land.
Cedarville College teaches the existence of the one living
and true God in three persons: Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.
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It claims that the Old and New Testaments are the verbally
inspired Word of God and are the only infallible rule of faith and
revelation of eternal salvation.
It maintains that Jesus Christ is the eternally begotten Son
of God, bom of the Virgin Mary, and is God-man, able to save
unto the uttermost all who believe in Him.
It maintains that man was created in the image of God;
that he sinned and brought upon himself physical and spiritual
death, that he is born in sin and at the age of accountability
becomes responsible for sin in thought, word and deed.
It maintains that Christ atoned for man’s sins by His death,
and man is justified only upon condition of acceptance of the
blood atonement.
It teaches that all who accept Christ as their personal Sav
ior are regenerated by the Holy Spirit and persevere in right
eousness through the sanctifying power of the Holy Ghost until
the end of their earthly life, when at the appearance of Christ
they become like Him.
It teaches that Christ died, was buried, rose in His crucified
body, ascended into Heaven, where He is our intercessor and
priest; and that He will come in person in the last times and
raise both the just and the unjust from the dead and distribute
their rewards of eternal condemnation and eternal salvation.
Trusting in God and the co-operation of true Christians in
all churches who subscribe to the above tenets of faith, Cedarville College appeals for the support and patronage of all who
believe in the fundamental truths of the Bible and the training
of men and women for loyal, definite service for Christ’s Crown
and Kingdom.
Hundreds of young men and women have graduated from
the College and are successfully following honorable callings
in various parts of the world.
Cedarville College has a wide
and favorable reputation for thorough work. It has been hon
ored by such distinguished men as W. J. Allord, Esq., Andrew
Carnegie and Ambassador Whitelaw Reid among its benefac
tors.
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Cedm ville College has n productive equipment of $236,833.40.
In 1913 the Reformed Presbyterian Theological Seminary of
Philadelphia was removed to CedarviRe ami affiliated with the
college. This institution has an endowment fund of $36,445
and a students’ nid fund of $38,953.48. The College and Sem
inary combined have endowments totaling $312,231.88.

Purpose of the College
The purpose of Cedarville College is to give literary and
scientific training under careful supervision and Christian in
fluences, with open door and equal privileges to both sexes and
to all classes and conditions of humanity.
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IV.

Our Church Magazine
Our Church Magazine has never held as popular a place in
the Church as it should have done. Indeed, from the beginning
of our denomination, the Church Magazine has been treated as a
matter of secondary importance. Many subjects received dne
attention, but we search in vain for any evidence that a church
paper of any kind was even thought of as an essential in the
life and usefulness of the Church, as an educator in the social and
spiritual life of the Church.
From the beginning of our history, records were kept, but
for years no mention is made of any established medium through
which the leaders of the Church could communicate with the
membership. The first that we have found is mentioned in con
nection with the publication of the “Pastoral Letter,” which led
to much discussion in 1832. Synod recommended that the letter
be discussed through the medium of the “American Christian Ex
positor”; that every member of the Synod might have knowledge
of its contents, and avail himself of the importance of the dis
cussion. For this reason we infer that the Expositor was the
medium through which the membership of the Church were
kept informed of the progress- and work of the organizaMon of
which they were members, but there seems to be no evidence
that it was recognized as the official church pape..
The next magazine of importance in the Ckurch was the
“Banner of the Covenant.” When it was first published is not
clear to us. In looking over the copies in our hands, published
in 1850, we find a very excellent magazine, for each month of
the year; but the Volume is not mentioned, and also in later
years we find the same omission.
This was a serious error;
hence, we can not determine the date of the first issue. How
ever, it was published regularly until the disaffection of 1868.
Because of the dispute that culminated at that time, another
magazine was started in 1866, called the “Reformed Presbyter
ian Advocate," which has now reached its seventy-seventh year,
A. D. 1913. During these years many changes have been made,
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and sometimes Its life has been despaired of even by its best
friends.
The ADVOCATE was first published by Dr. David Steele,
pastor of the Fourth Reformed Presbyterian Church, Philadel
phia. Rev. Nevin Woodside was for many years an able parttier on the editorial staff, and the printing was done by George
S. Ferguson, printer, 25 N. Sixth street. The printed matter was
of an excellent quality, and under the conditions throughout the
Church, the ADVOCATE was the bond that bound together the
various congregations. Its monthly visits were made welcome
by all who appreciated good wholesome reading in their homes.
At a later date, Rev. James Y. Boice of Philadelphia, and
Rev. J. F. Morton of Cedarville, Ohio, became the editorial staff
of the ADVOCATE, the printing being done in Philadelphia; how
ever, the burden eventually fell on Rev. Boice, until 1891.
In 1890, Rev. John Graham, of the First Church, Philadel
phia, began publishing a leaflet for the benefit of his own congre
gation; which later was merged with the ADVOCATE under the
title of “The Advocate and1 Ensign.” (See Minutes of Synod,
18M, pp. 42, 68 and 80). As there was no real use of two papers
being published in Philadelphia, representing General Synod, Dr.
Boice and Rev. John Graham had been considering the advisa
bility of merging the two papers under the name of “THE AD
VOCATE AND ENSIGN,” and1 Rev. Mr. Graham addressed
Synod on the subject. It was resolved that a committee of three
be appointed to take the whole matter of our church paper into
consideration and report during this session of Synod.
Later
the committee offered the following recommendations: (page 80,
Minutes 1891).
1. That the importance of providing a paper devoted to the
interests of our own Church should not be called in question.
2. That the Editors should be fully sustained in their pe
cuniary responsibilities and in no case be left to the exigencies
of a vacillating subscription list.
3. That to secure this, a stock company be formed consist
ing of such persons in our various congregations as, for the
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saJke of the church, will enter into its constitution.
4. That the committee be authorized to select or unite such
persons to the formation of such a company to be called the “En
sign and Advocate Association of the Reformed Presbyterian
Church.”
5. That it shall be the duty of such association to secure
the publication by supplementing any deficiency resulting from
want of subscribers or delinquents in payment of their subscr:ptions.
6. That an agent be provided in each congregation to se
cure subscribers and look to the local interest of the paper in th.e
congregation for which he is appointed.
Resolved, that the report be approved and that herealter
the ADVOCATE and ENSIGN appear in pamphlet form.
The name of Mr. Robert Abbot was added to the committee
and the name of Mr. "Thomas Gibson was substituted for Dr.
Morton.
Resolved, two hundred shares of stock in the ADVOCATE
and ENSiGN at $!> a shaie be issued by the committee.
The new paper was to be issued every two weeks, or, two
times a month. Mr. Graham, being a young man wRh some ex
perience, ability and ambition, entered the work heartily; but,
so tar as could be learned, the committee did nothing during the
year to carry out the plans laid down. As a result, in 1892, Revs.
Boice and Graham were both ready to turn over the Church Mag
azine to some other person; and in the summer of 1892, they
agreed to turn it over to Rev. R. W. Chesnut, pastor oi the Marissa congregation.
He had no experience in printing or edit
ing a paper, and his only asset was a will and determination to
do the seeming impossible. The first issue appeared in the
month of September 1892. The new management had neither
money or experience, or even the backing of the church, and
was entirely dependent on the subscription list for support. 1 he
word ENSIGN wras soon dropped from the title of the Maga
zine. The local printer did the best he could with his limited
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machinery, and during the first year a little over $600 was re
ceived from subscriptions. This arrangement lasted until August
1895.
Since all the subscription money was used to pay the
printing bills, the editor undertook all the work himBelf. With
out a penny of his own, he purchased a small printing plant and
began a new adventure. This meant, in addition to preaching
every Sabbath, six days in the shop. In two years the plant was
paid for. Through the stress of other adverse circumstances,
it seemed that a change was necessary, and as there is always
someone to take up anything that seems to be prospering, Rev.
Thomas Peebles, of Minneapolis, Minn., bought the plant, and
the good will was thrown in for good measure. He was a very
able man, and so far as his work was concerned, no one could
have done better; but knowing nothing about printing machin
ery, he was obliged to take the printer’s word, who claimed that
the press was not as represented, and payment for the plant was
refused. The press was finally returned and after a few min
utes with the wrench it was as good as new.
During 1890, the former editor of the ADVOCATE began to
publish another magazine, larger than the former, under the title
of the WITNESS; but in 1891, he again came into control of the
ADVOCATE, and the two papers were published for a while as
The WITNESS and MISSIONARY' ADVOCATE”; but as soon
as the list of subscribers could be successfully combined, the old
title, ADVOCATE, was adopted.
The work was now all to start over again, and because of
the unsettled conditions in the Synod, the subscription list never
rega.ned the numbers of 1897.
During all these years the Synod bore no responsibility ei
ther by control or financial help. For several years before 1910,
the editor was obliged to pay $100 a year to meet the deficit .
In 1910, Mr. S. C. Wright, of Cedarville, Ohio, took over the
work of publication, and he and others carried on until 1918.
During this time, finances were needed1 as before, and Synod
came to the rescue by making an annual appropriation of $250
to help in paying the expenses of publication.
With this help,
and also, malking up an occasional deficit, the publication still
continues.
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In 1918, the ADVOCATE again came into the hands of
Rev. R. W. Chesnut, under conditions that Synod should assume
control and assist financially to at least $250 a year. In 1919 he
returned to Duanesburg, N. Y., to take charge of the Duanesburg
congregation for the second time; and from this point, up to the
present time, the work of publication has been carried on there
ever since.
Within the last fifty years our church paper has been pub
lished in six different places and in five different states.
To publish a church paper successfully, the Synod must
have an oversight and assist financially, and the loyal support of
the pastors and elders in every congregation. Bear in mind al
so, that the work must be done by one who understands the
work, and is willing to do much of the work without remunera
tion, or the work will surely fail. He must cheerfully sacriiice
much of his own time, money and pleasure. If he is not willing
to do that, he had better let it alone.

CHAPTER V.

In this chapter we will notice some changes in the time hon
ored customs and usages in conducting the services in divine
worship; and the order in preparation for observance of the
Lord’s Supper; as well as some reasons why the churches are
not growing in size and number.
There is a reason for all things, and we should understand
why ceruain customs and order of service were followed for
many years after the reasons for their use ceased to exist.
As an example; why did our church for so many years use
the TOKEN, as a sign of fitness for the proper observance of
the Lord’s Supper? We will ask first, what the TOKEN was.
It was a visible badge, or sign to indicate that the one possess
ing it, was recognized as a member in good standing in that
particular congregation. To the present generation and for some
time past, many have thought that there was no use for the TO
KEN, and condemned its use, and laid it aside. The reason for
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Its origin can be readily understood when we read the history
of the Covenanters in Scotland, at the time of the Reformation.
The Covenanters were not allowed by the civil, and often by
the ecclesiastical authorities to preach in their own churches,
and much less, were they allowed to observe the Lord's Supl or, ns they conscientiously believed they should. These ser
vices had to be held In the fields, and secret places, as spies
olten came in to discover and reveal their hiding-place. For
this reason none were allowed to attend without a visible TO
KEN. Maybe it was a card, or more often a piece of metal with
an inscription engraved on it, made by the particular congrega
tion. That was the sign or pass that each one must present
before being admitted. The same principle is followed by fac
tories, especially by government works, because it is necessary
for the safety of buildings, materials, and the workers. An em
ployee without his Badge, Photo, or TOKEN, can not enter. In
times of peace, these restrictions may not be so rigid, but in
these times of war, it is an absolute necessity. Such was the
case in the times of the Reformation, when every man or wo
man who observed the Lord’s Supper, did it at the risk of their
lives. How little some people appreciate present-day privileges
and opportunities. However, there has come a time when there
is not such imperative need of such safeguards for the protec
tion of God’s people while in the exercise of their religious du
ties. Yet, there are some who use the TOKEN; that is their
business and we may solemnly bow our heads in reverence when
we see communicants carrying their TOKEN, which is to them
a pledge that at least in the eyes of the rulers of the church,
they are loyal and faithful members.
In some congregations the token is still used for the bene
fit of good order and as an aid to the pastor and session in con
ducting the affairs of the congregation. A card is used, giving
the name of the congreggation; an appropriate verse of Scrip
ture, and a line on which the communicant writes his or her
name and address. The cards are taken up and the pastor knows
who has been present, and his address up to date.
So far as we are aware, the first time that the TOKEN
came before Synod for consideration was about 1886 and 1887.
The complaint was against the Session of the Cedarville cong.egation. In 1888, which was the writer’s first Synod, there
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was nothing done about it, but in 1889, at Tarentum, Pa., there
was quite a dispute; but nothing more. In 1890 at Pittsburgh,
Pa., all sides were ready for a display of ecclesiastical oratory;
and, being one of the young men, although a strict defender
of the letter of the law, by a bold attack on the manner in whicn
the use of the TOKEN was put into practice, and just at a time
when neither side knew whether yuur historian was friend or
foe, some good brother moved that the discussion of the whole
matter be indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed, and
we have not heard even an echo in 'Synod about it since.
We
adjourned for dinner, and then while the rest of the discussion
was not at all parliamentary, it stopped never to start again.
Those were days when “Do as I do” was more important in
the eyes of some doctors of divinity, than turning the sinner
from the error of his ways.
For the next decade there was quite an effort in Home Mis
sion work, and during these years there was much progress
made.
The College was getting on its feet; quite a number of young
men were in our Seminary', and several ministers from other de
nominations joined our ranks.
Among these were Revs. John
Graham, J. li. Deiper, Thomas Watters, Thomas Peebles, R. S.
Feagles, B. McColough, and Rev. Mr. Morrow. Some were too
old to be of much benefit in active service.
However, all were
men of ability. There were several young men of our own
coming in lrom the Seminary, and work was started in Los
Angeles and Salinas, Cal., and under the leadership of Rev.
liiomas Peebles, in Minneapolis, Minn., and surrounding terri
tory. The work in Minnesota grew until in a few years we had
small congregations in Glendale, Prior Lake, Fairview, and a
congreggation in Minneapolis, and a Mission by the name of
Gienear. In connection with the Minneapolis congregation, Rev.
Peebles and a few helpers conducted an Academy, that was up
to the standard of the best of such institutions.
Rev. Peebles, being a man of more than ordinary ability
and foresight, knew the need of and the necessity for a written
Constitution lor our denomination, clearly defining our position
in doctrine and mode of worship; as well as the necessity of
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being legally Incorporated and able to bold our church property.
In case of adverse development which he saw rising, which were
destined to do much harm in the near future. Being a lawyer
as well as a minister of the Gospel, and a profound theologian,
he could present these matters with clear and telling effect, but
it seemed that little impression could) be made on a majority of
the brethren.
While conceding that his arguments were un
answerable, they were not sensible of the danger ahead. After
about ten years of hard labor and little support, and much criti
cism he gave up the work. The congregations disbanded and
the property was lost to the denomination .
At this time there were two missions in California, four or
ganizations in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, three in St.
Lawrence county, New York, three in northern Vermont, two
in New York City and Brooklyn, six in Philadelphia, five in the
Pittsburgh Presbytery, seven in the Western Presbytery, and
many openings for mission work within the reach of all.
In 1901, the work that had been carefully planned and
worked out with hard labor and much sacrifice, on the part of
a few, being left alone or carried on by unfaithful pastors, began
to fail, and a majority of those who had been trained in our
own Seminary, could see no hope but in a complete change in
our standards and form of worship, especially in the matter of
the praise service; whereas they should have seen that the fault
lay mostly in their own unfitness to shepherd their flocks.
Whether right or wrong, it is always hard for people to give
up their favorite customs and practices on the one hand, and
just as hard for those who desire a change to have patience with
those who do not think as they do. It had always been the rule
in divine worship to sing without the aid of musical instru
ments, and a few began to seek a change in the praise service,
and the subject was agitated until in 1903, they sought relief
in an effort to unite with the Presbyterian Church, U. S. A. A
committee of five was appointed to draw up a basis of union.
There were four who were in favor of the plan of union, and
one, the Editor of the Advocate, was opposed, on the ground
that the U. S. A. Church was becoming more and more contam
inated with modernistic teachings. One of our own committee
a-rcady had denied the inspiration of much of the Word of God.
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After a bitterly fought battle in 1904, the majority report
was defeated. In 1905 in New York City, the fight for instru
mental aid in the praise service was renewed. The threat of
many, that they would leave the denomination if they were de
feated, had its effect, and by a small majority they won their
point; but, the conditions were afterward the cause of endless
cfispuites and divisions. The instrument might be used, if its
use would cause no friction. Many did not see that such a con
dition would surely produce friction. Very soon indeed the ket
tle was boiling over.
We are governed by a representative form of government;
and under such a form of government, the will of the majority
is sure to rule in the near future. Had General Synod author
ized the use of the instrument, where a majority of the mem
bers were in its favor; appealed to the people to subm.t to the
will of the majority; the minority would most likely have made
no trouble; but, when the matter was left to the will of the Ses
sion to act, on the condition that no one would object, the ob
jectors were disregarded, and it is easy to see that one or two
could easily disturb the peace and harmony of the congrega
tion; especially, since they could bring their grievance into the
higher courts of the church; and, into the civil courts, as was
done in some cases. Seeing the inevitable outcome of the con
troversy, those who asked for the change left the General Synod
during that Synodic year.
Seven ministers left the denomination taking their con
gregations and all the church property with them. The South
Kyegate congregation asked to be released to join the United
Presbyterian Church, and the Duanesburg congregation alone,
was left high on the Duanesburg hills, to work out its own des
tiny, without a pastor, and soon joined the Philadelphia Pres
bytery.
This closed one of the saddest chapters in our denomina
tional history. Had these men been loyal and true, they would
have remained with General Synod, since they had gotten what
they asked.
If the Synod had previously adopted the form of Constitu
tion, and become an incorporated body, as Rev. Peebles advised
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years before, the property at least could have been saved. We
never have been able as a denomination to legally hold church
property. Some of our church boards are Incorporated, and all
should be. What we have In the Incorporated boards Is secure.
Why not be incorporated as a denomination?
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Chapter VI

While reverses have come to us by the actions of an un
faithful ministry; yet, there are other reasons why growth has
been slow, and often no growth at all. When our Synod was
first organized and for many years afterward, the growth of the
churches was almost entirely from foreign immigration.
Our
Church had its origin in Scotland, and a large following from
the north of Ireland. During the 18th century, many Covenan
ters came to the colonies, and as soon as a few had located to
gether, and had secured a pastor, his work was largely watching
for the incoming immigrants, and helping them to secure em
ployment and a new home, and this usually brought them into
the church. Indeed, this was a work that was essential to the
growth of the church, and a blessing to our country. There was
nmre attention given to these Christian immigrants, than to
those who were careless; indifferent, or possibly unbelievers,
.uany who were faithful in their church in the British Isles,
weie lost to any Christian church because they were so unfor
tunate as to be neglected. However, as far as possible their
needs were supplied with the Gospel and a small organization
formed that in many cases grew to large and influential congre
gations. All this work was essential to the growth of all evan
gelical churches, and the importance of the work done for these
Godly people, scattered all over this vast new country, can never
be over-estimated. As the people moved farther west into the
unsettled parts, the time of the church, and its energies, was
^ e n t in organizing the people into societies, and finally into
congregations, and fitting them for the Master’s seivice. These
conditions prevailed until recent years. Within the past tweni; five } ears, pastors in most of the evangelical churches were
on the watch for the ships coming in from Europe and the Brit
ish Isles. So long as this influx of Christian people kept com
ing in from abroad, the churches grew. The unsaved were large
ly neglected.
A complete change has taken place within the past generImmigrants are few in number and especially those from
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Protestant lands. For this reason the churches ceased to grow,
and only those that were favorably situated were able to main
tain their former status.
Our ministers were formerly trained to work in the times
and under the conditions to which we have referred, and as a
rule, were successful in building up good congregations; but,
as they grew older, many of them for various reasons failed to
meet the demands of the times. They could not see the need of
a change in the method of work, or they were unable to adopt
the new method, or adapt themselves to the work in hand. In
deed some did not favor any change, because that seemed to
them like following after the ways of the world; and too often
that was the case. They failed to see that the one thing most
needed now, was preaching the same old Bible truths to those
outside ol' the church, as well as to those inside. Indeed the
time had now come when the Gospel must be preached to every
creature, instead of a few. In order to do this successfully, the
incoming ministry must be thoroughly indoctrinated in the teach
ing of God’s Word, and able to teach others the will of God for
their salvation. They must also have a passion for winning
souls, and thus build up the Kingdom of Christ on earth from
the ranks of all races.
Our old run-down congregations that were once large and
prosperous, can be built up, if our ministry will make the necessa:y sacrifice, and preach the Gospel in its purity and simpli
city. “And I, if I be lifted up, will draw all men unto me,” is
the promise of Jesus Christ Himself. This will require some
sacrifice, no doubt, but what is that sacrifice, compared with
the one He made for us? Many old congregations that were
supposed to be beyond hope, some years ago, are now not only
living, but growing; not only able to support themselves, but
help others that are weak. If the ministry are not willing to
sacrifice popularity, or good salaries, for the sake of saving im
mortal souls, and honoring Christ, it would be better for them
and the world at large to resign their positons to which they
have never been called by the Lord. The love of popular ap
plause, high positions and salaries, unfits the best of men for
the Gospel ministry. Many are willing to preach for small sal
aries but few are willing to lay down a good salary and accept
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a small one for the sake of Jesus Christ, whom they profess
to lore and obey.
Half a century ago, there was a great forward movement in
Foreign Mission work, and many became so interested that
they forgot entirely to do Home Mission work. Indeed, too of
ten what was done was not considered mission work. People
seemed to forget that here in America, a Christian land, there
were heathen at their very doors, and many nominal Christians,
who knew nothing of the character and work of Christianity
and Christian service.
If the work in heathen lands is to prosper, the home source
of supply must be maintained, and this can only be done by
keeping all our congregations in a growing and prosperous con
dition.
All sorts of new plans and modern inventions have been
used to draw the people to the church. We have "Go to Church
Day,” “Mother’s Day,” “Father’s Day," “Easter Programs,”
“cnion Services," "Cantatas,” "Young People’s Rallies,” “Home
coming Day,” and an almost endless list of special attractions
to draw the world; but, they are not drawn as we expected
they would be. Then there is the guest preacher; some noted
person, with a widely advertised subject; but that does not
draw as it was hoped it would. Then people wonder what is
wrong. They seem to have forgotten the one thing that will
draw; the Divine Magnet, the invincible drawing power, Jesus
Christ, lifted up on the cross. Here is the solution of our prob
lem. “And I, if I be lifted up, will draw all men unto me.”
John 12: 32. Preach the Word. Preach the Gospel. Tell the
Old, Old Story of the most wonderful Tragedy of all time. That
story, so old, so sad, so often told, so often laughed at and dis
believed, still draws and fascinates sinful men, so that many
in all ages have been drawn to Him and saved. That story
holds the world and saves it from ruin. Where that story is
used as the drawing power, the churches are living, strong, ac
tive, prosperous; it is the only power that can draw the world
heavenward. Where thus drawn, people are in Christ Jesus and
the churches are strong. TRY IT. We have not done our duty.
1 repeat it. Yes, old run-down congregations can be revived
and built up. To do this the pastor must not only wo.k hard,
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but exercise patience, lay his pride, fear of criticism, and every
besetting sin upon the altar, a willing sacrifice. Live with his
people, share their trials, sympathize with them fn their afflic
tions and even do the most menial service when necessary, deny
himself many pleasures lor their sakes; following the example
of his Master and the teachings of Paul.
However, the day of former things must not be despised,
nor should we disparage the work of our predecessors. Among
these were some of the noblest characters, and their works do
follow them. We enjoy the fruits of their labors. Some of them
made great sacrifices, and did great things for us, that should
make us ashamed of ourselves when we compare their work
with our own. Rev. Samuel Wylie, of Sparta, 111., more than
once took the steamer at Chester, 111., and going by way of
Cairo, ascended the Ohio river to Pittsburgh, and then rode on
horseback across the Alleghenies to attend Synod in Philadel
phia, or New York City. Some of them spent their lives in
comparative poverty, far away from home and friends, to ga
ther together a nucleus for a congregation, by forming a society
from which has arisen some of our best congregations.
Had
they lived in a later day; were they living now; no doubt, they
would be the foremost in going out into the byways to gather
in those whom many of our modern ministers, when passing
by would walk on the other side of the road.
The story of their lives has not been written, but doubtless
is written in heaven. One of these whose memory will always
help us to brave the trials of life was a minister in the Synod
of our church, who taught school to support his family, and
when he received his quarterly salary, when times were im
proving somewhat, came home and placed it on the table say
ing, “Here is $2.75 this time, Mother, it is yours.’’
Times have changed and. responsibilities have increased,
but are we with all our education and advantages, equal to
the task set before us?
Has the Church failed? Has the Lord failed? He is the
same yesterday, today and forever; and His Church though
hard pressed at times, still lives.
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The true Church of Jesus Christ is immortal, and has span
ned the wreck of worlds. Earthly things may come and go,
nations rise and fall, each and all entering the breathless, voice
less gap of death; but, the Star of Bethlehem shines forever
on, hanging ever over the cradle of time, with its immortal
rays creeping in on the shores of coming worlds, teaching us
that Jehovah is King of kings and Lord of lords.
The Church is not simply an organization of professed Chris
tians, but a Divine Institution. As such it must be propei’ly or
ganized. In the New Testament Church, as the exact form of
the organization in its government is not laid down, we find
that there were several forms of government among Christian
churches. There are the Episcopal, Presbyterian and Congre
gational forms of government.
These are to the Christian
Church, what the Monarchy, the Democratic Republic, and the
simplest kind of Democracy are to civil government. In the
Episcopal form, the authority is vested in the Bishop. In the
Presbyterian form, the authority is vested in the clergy and
the lay presbyters, and in the Congregational form the author
ity is vested in the members of the congregation.
For a fuller definition of these forms of government, con
sult Webster or Wooster.
Wrhile we do not adhere to a Representative form of gov
ernment, because it is essential to salvation, we consider it to
be the best form and believe it to be the form most nearly cor
responding to that practiced by the Apostolic Church.
For this reason, among many others, we lay great responsi
bility upon the clergy and the lay elders, in living true to their
vows taaen at their ordination, and renewed as they again and
again subscribe to the terms of communion.
If the church militant is to grow, sinners are to be con
verted from the error of iheir ways, and the Kingdom of oui
l^ord and Christ established on earth, the officers of the chinch
must be loyal and faithful unto death, leading the people in
every good word and work.
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CHAPTER VII.

In tibia chapter we will notice some facts regarding the im
portance of training the children and youth of the church and
community for Christian service, the importance of Home Mis
sion work, and our hopes for success. In all agels this has been
an important work, and was formerly given special attention In
every Christian home. So much so, that in many places the
church, as an organization, was largely relieved of this work.
For some reason that we can scarcely understand, parental in
struction has been largely abandoned, and the church itself wa3
slow to realize it. Formerly, when the instruction of the chil
dren was given in Christian homes', the children in non-Chris
tian homes were largely neglected', and this led many to favor,
and finally establish, the Sabbath school for their benefit. These
schools that were organized among the churches were no doubt
beneficial; but too many began to turn over the training of their
children entirely to the Sabbath school. Instead of uising the
school as a help to them, in many cases they depended upon
it entirely to do the work, and thought it sufficient. Had the
work of the school been entirely conducted by competent teach
ers, the change would not have been so bad; but, in many cases
the teachers were unfit for their work, and the scholars suffered
in consequence. The Sabbath school like other (schools can on
ly fulfill its mission when it has the hearty co-operation and
help of home instruction and discipline.
The Sabbath school was not intended to -take the place of
home training, but to aid it, and then gather in from the world
those who were growing up in ignorance of morals, spiritual
life, their sinfulness by nature, their need of salvation, and the
way to obtain it through Jesuls Christ, the Saviour. The schools
and their helpfulness, through the years, have grown and be
come fully established in most of the evangelical churches, and
today, they are the source of a large per cent of the additions
to its membership.
In more recent years the benefits of the instruction given
are being extended to adults. However, a comparatively few
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are improving their opportunities. Indeed', it is a common thing
for many children to drop out when they reach the ’teen age,
just when they need such teaching and when they are most
able to receive benefit from it, because of adult indifference.

*

The church has not really been alive to its own interests
in this matter; but some efforts have been at times put forth,
to hold their attention.
As the work of training the young is not only carried on
in the Sabbath schools, but in the Christian Endeavor societies
and other similar auxiliaries for church work, some attention
has been given to such organizations, but has not been carried
on as it should. Back about 1890, young people’s work began
to be more fully recognized, and in 1896 a Synodic C. E. con
vention was held during the meetings of Synod.
Much enthusi
asm wras manifest and young men and women all through the
church wrere aroused, and there was revival in wrork all over
our church. For several years, programs were prepared, del
egates appointed, an evening set aside for their meetings, and
from 1896 to 1904 the whole church was full of enthusiasm.
Missionary offerings were doubled and in some cases quadru
pled. The Advocate gave a banner to the society doing the
most work, and all departments of our church were revived.
The unfortunate things that took place from 1904-05 iso in
terfered with these conventions that they were abandoned for
the time, and they were never resumed. The individual so
cieties continued, however, and they have been one of our best
supports; but we have missed their presence and help in stir
ring up enthusiasm that wras very much needed.
The time has now come when for the good of all, young
and old, it would be well, for the encouragement of all the ac
u itie s of the church, if all our auxiliaries in the work of our
congregations should once more be represented during our Synouic week. Tue several congregations should consider this
matter, and oiice more through their Presbyteries bring the
inaHer beiore our coining Synod.
Great changes have taken place among us for the better,
and v e are again on the upgrade road to better days. The min-
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tsterlal roll has almost entirely changed dn the last two do
rados; strong, energetic young men are now working together
with ruling elders worthy of their calling; the missionary urge
in the home field is strong and active, promising better things
for the future.
As a denomination we have been much like others; barien,
bearing Little or no fruit for the Kingdom. It is high time for
us to "lengthen our cords and strengthen our stakes”—Isaiah
54: 2. But this cannot be done without a better balanced dis
tribution of our missionary funds. The cost of Foreign Mis
sions has been altogether out of proportion when we consider
the economic relations existing between the cost of living and
the importance of and the amount of missionary work done. As
a result, the Home missionary has not been able to subsist upon
the allowance allotted to him in a country where the conditions
are a\s we have them in America, with its scale of wages and
costs of living. The Foreign missionary receives about double
the salary of the Home missionary and his cost of living is much
less. If the Home missionary can not get an increase, there
should be a reduction in the Foreign budget to put ail on an
equal footing.
This may seem a hardship, but it is a necessity, if we are
to sustain and develop the church at home, which must be done
if the Foreign Mission is to be sustained.
The importance of the Home missionary work does not
seem to be appreciated, because it has been made a secondary
matter of importance; whereas, its growth and strength iis ab
solutely essential to the very life of all Foreign Mission act vity. The historian can not overlook the defects in ecclesiasti
cal economy more than those in political economy and be true
to his duty.
However, there is a brighter side to the picture in later
years. Fifty years ago, our membership was much larger, the
contributions for missions were much lower per member than
at present. During recent years, and especially since the Sy
nod took over the Mission in Kentucky, the average contribu
tion has increased, and a general individual interest is in
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evidence. New and better plans for work have been adopted
and promise better results in the near future.
Our Mission in Kentucky is not only an evangelizing work
but an educational one. It is now, after years of toil and pa
tience of the part of the superintendent and helpers, not only
a growing, but an established missionary enterprise, well organ
ized and equipped for successful work. A good school build
up, a dormitory, manse and church edifice have been erected,
and a larm purchased, where self-help is afforded Mission stu
dents who may be in need, as well as providing many necessary
provisions for the Mission.
Such an enterprise was not even thought possible a few
years ago. The usefulness of such an institution can best be
determined by what it produces, and the influence it has upon
the c.vic, moral and spiritual life of the community in which it
is located.
The same may be said of our Mission in Los Angeles, Cal.
here the work has been continued for a longer period, with var
ied succefss, being handicapped for years for want of an or
dained minister to lead in the work. However, the Mission has
been carried on by a most capable, consecrated lady, Miss Ram
sey, until now we are able to place additional help in adja
cent parts of the city, which gives promise of being more effi
cient in the future.
In addition to these things there is a better spirit of unity
in thought and action among paistors and ruling elders, in all
things pertaining to a higher spiritual life and activity, than
there has been in the past.
Disturbing elements in General
Synod have disappeared, plans for aggression on all lines have
been made, and a will to mature these plans is manifest.
Instead of the desire to meet in our annual Synodic meet
ing, rush the business through and get home in two or three
days, we meet for conference, take time to do the work better,
and remain over the Sabbath for divine service, and engage in
the solemnities of the Lord’s Supper.
The clouds of former dissensions, misunderstandings, la< k
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of interest, ami other delinquencies Beein to be pausing away,
to be replaced by unity of action, determined will to press for
ward and succeed.
In our travels throughout the ehurcli we are Impressed with
the desire for better things in the near future, and It Is the
hope of all that our pastors will all remain at their posts of
duty in these timels of trial, while the world passes through
this terrible period of purification. No doubt this great con
flict will in the end open the doors of opportunity for the spread
of the Gospel into all lands, as well as soften the heard hearts
of the rulers of the nations, and prepare the way for the reign
of Christ the King, and the subjection of nations to His benefi
cent rule, which will bring that peace on earth and gGod will
among men. that is promised in God’s Word.

CHAPTER

IV.

Chapter VIII

At this point of our sketch of the history of our church, it
may be well to give a list of the Moderators of General Synod
up to date.
The time and place of the meetings, with the name of the
Moderator, and the name of the one who preached the opening
sermon, are given, up to 1889. From that date, the names of
the one giving the sermon are omitted; but the names of the
Clerks are added.
MODERATORS OF GE N E R A L SYNOD

A list of the Moderators of General Synod 1809 to 1888. Dur
ing these years Synod’s Digest does not give the names of the
Clerks.
PHILADEDFHIA — May 24, 1809. Retiring Moderator, on
the dissolution of the Reformed Presbytery, Rev. William Gib
son. Rev. Gilbert McMaster, chosen Moderator.
NEW YORK — May 15, 1811.
Master. Discourse, Job 36: 18.

Moderator, Rev. Gilbert Mc
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PITTSBURG — August 11, 1812. Moderator, Rev. Gilbert
McMaster. Discourse by Dr. Alex. McLeod, Jo in 6: 44. Rev.
John Kell, chosen Moderator.
PHILADELPHIA — May 14, 1814. Rev. S. B. Wylie, to open
with a sermon, unable by indisposition. Dr. Alex. McLeod cho
sen Moderator.
*
PHILADELPHIA — May 16, 1816. Discourse by Rev. John
Black, Psa. 55: 14. Rev. William Gibson, chosen Moderator.

COLDENHAM — Sept. 3, 1817. Discourse by Rev. James
Milligan, Mai. 4: 7. Rev. Robert Lusk chosen Moderator.
PITTSBURG — May 26, 1818. Discourse by Rev. Thos. Don
nelly, I Cor. 1: 30. Rev. Thos. Donnelly chosen Moderator.
CONOCOCHEAGUE — Aug. 10, 1819. Discourse by Rev.
James R. Wilson, Rom. 5: 18. Rev. John Cannon, chosen Mod
erator.
PHILADELPHIA — Oct. 17, 1821. Discourse by Rev. Robert
Lusk.
Rev. John Gibson, chosen Moderator.
PITTSBURG — Aug. 5, 1823. Discourse by Rev. John Gib
son (evening), John 3: 5. Rev. James R. Wilson, chosen Mod
erator.
NEW YORK — Aug. 2, 1825. Discourse by Rev. James R.
Wilson, Mark 14. Rev. James Milligan chosen Moderator.
PHILADELPHIA — May 16, 1827. Discourse by Rev. Jas.
Milligan, I John 5: 10. Rev. Gilbert McMaster chosen Modera
tor.
PHILADELPHIA — Aug. 6, 1828. Discourse by Rev. Gilbert
McMaster, Isa. 62: 4. Rev. James Christie chosen Moderator.
PITTSBURG — Aug. 1830. Discourse by Rev. Hugh Mc
Millan. Rev. Samuel Wylie chosen Moderator.
PHILADELPHIA — Aug. 3, 1831. Discourse by Dr. John
Black, I Cor. 12: 28. Rev. Samuel Crawford chosen Moderator.
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PHILADELPHIA — Aug. 7, 1833. Discourse by Rev. Sam
uel Crawford. Isa. 8: 12. Rev. Hugh McMillan, chosen moder
ator.
PITTSBURG — Aug. 5, 1835.
Dicourse by Rev. Hugh Mc
Millan, Mar. 16: 15. Rev. J. N. McLeod chosen Moderator.
NEW YORK — Aug. 15, 1837. Discourse by Rev. J. N. Mc
Leod, Gal. 3: 28. Rev. John Black chosen Moderator.
PITTSBURG — Aug. 14, 1839.
Discourse by Rev. John
Black.
Matt. 18: 20.
Rev, Gavin McMillan chosen Modera
tor.
PHILADELPHIA — May 18, 1842. Discourse by Rev. Ga
vin McMillan.
I Pet. 2: 9.
Rev. A. W. Black chosen Mod
erator.
PITTSBURG — May 29, 1843. Discourse by Rev. A. W.
Black, Isa. 62: 4. Meetings to be annual in future. Rev. Wil
liam Wilson chosen Moderator.
PITTSBURG — Aug. 7, 1844. Discourse by Rev. William
Wilson, Isa. 62: 8. Rev. Thomas Guthrie chosen Moderator.
PHILADELPHIA — May 22, 1845. Discourse by Rev. Tho
mas Gothrie, Isa. 43: 10. Rev. John McMaster chosen Mod
erator.
XENIA — Aug. 5, 1846. Discourse by Rev. John McMaster,
I Tim. 3: 15. Rev. A. G. Wylie chosen Moderator.
PITTSBURG — May 26, 1847. Discourse by Rev. John Mc
Master.
Rev. Gordon T. Ewing chosen Moderator.
NEW YORK — Oct. 11, 1848. Discourse by Dr. McMaster,
Rev. Ewing having died. Rev. Andrew Herron, D. D., chosen
Moderator.
XENIA — May 15, 1850. Discourse by Rev. Andrew Her
ron, Isa. 28: 5. Rev. Samuel Wylie chosen Moderator.
PITTSBURG — May 21, 1851. Discourse by Rev. S. Wylie,
Acts 5: 37. Dr. Gilbert McMaster chosen Moderator.
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PHILADELPHIA — May 19, 1852. Discourse by Dr. McMaster, 11 Cor. 4: 5. Rev. George Scott was chosen Moderator.
CHICAGO — May 25, 1853.
Discourse by Rev. George
Scott. Dr. A. W. Black was chosen Moderator.
PHILADELPHIA — May 17, 1854. Discourse by Dr. A.
W. Black, Rom. 1: 1. Rev. John W. Morrison was chosen Mod
erator.
PITTSBURG — May 23, 1855. Discourse by Rev. John W .
Morr.son, Psa. 133: 1. Rev. T. W. J. Wylie was chosen Mod
erator.
NEW YORK — May 21, 1856. Discourse by Rev. T. W. J.
Wylie, Isa. 33: 20-23. Rev. Alex. Clark chosen Moderator.
CEDARVILLE — May 21, 1857. Discourse by Rev. Alex.
Clark, John 17:2. Rev. J. A. Crawford chosen Moderator.
EDEN (near Sparta, Illinois) — May 27 1858. Discourse
by Rev. J. A. Crawford, II Cor. 13: 8. Rev. A. G. Wylie cho
sen Moderator.
PHILADELPHIA — May 25, 1859. Discourse by Rev. Ga
vin McMillan, John 16: 14. Rev. John Nevin chosen Modera
tor.
ALLEGHENY — May 16, 1860. Discourse by Rev. John
Nevin, I Cor. 10:4. Rev. William Sterritt chosen Moderator.
NEW YORK — May 15, 1861. Discourse by Rev. Will am
Sterritt, II Tim. 4: 7, 8. Rev. Gavin McMillan chosen Modera
tor.
PRINCETON, IND. — May 16, 1862. Discourse by Rev.
Gavin McMillan.
Rev. John Douglas chosen Moderator.
CEDARVJLLE — May 20. 1863. Discourse by Dr. Douglas.
Psa. 72: 17. Dr. S. W. Crawford chosen Moderator.
PHILADEL1 ILIA — May 18, 1864. Discourse by Rev. S.
W. Crawford, I Cor. 3: 11. Rev. John McMillan chosen Mod
erator.
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NEW CASTILE, PA. — May 17, 1865. Discourse by Rev. J.
McMillan, Psa. 122: 6. Rev. David Herron chosen Moderator.
XENIA. O. —< May 16. 1866. Discourse by Rev. David Her
ron Mark 16: 15. Rev. John McMaster chosen Moderator.
NEW YORK CITY — May 15, 1867. Discourse by Dr. Mc
Master, Isa. 60: 1. Rev. William Bratton chosen Moderator.
PITTSBURG, PA. — May 20. 1868. Discourse by Rev. Wil
liam Bratton, Heb. 10: 23. Rev, David Steele, D. D.; chosen
Moderator.
CEDARVILLE, O. — May 19, 1869. Discourse by Dr. Steele,
Isa. 14: 22. Rev. Michel Harsh'aw chosen Moderator.
CINCINNATI, O. — May 18, 1870. Discourse by Rev. M.
Harehaw, John 3: 35. Dr. J. N. McLeod chosen Moderator.
PHILADELPHIA — May 17, 1871. Discourse by Dr. Mc
Leod, John 3: 30. Rev. Achibald Thomson chosen Moderator.
BROOKLYN. N. Y. — May 15, 1872. Discourse by Rev. A.
Thomson.
Rev. J. F. Morton chosen Moderator.
PITTSBURG, PA. — May 21, 1873. Discourse by Rev. J.
F. Morton, Jer. 6: 16. Rev. Samuel Young chosen Moderator.
CEDARVTLLE, O. — May 20, 1874. Discourse by Rev. S.
Young, Psa. 145: 11. Rev. James S. Scott, chosen Moderator.
COULTERVILLE, ILL. — May 19, 1875. Discourse by Rev.
J. S. Scott, Isa. 33: 20. Rev. A. R. Gailey chosen Moderator.
PHILADELPHIA — May 17, 1876. Discourse by Rev. A.
R. Gailey, Zeph. 3: 17. Rev. John Alford chosen Moderator.
CINCINNATI, O. — May 16, 1877. Discourse by Rev. J.
Alford Isa. 43: 10. Rev. S. M. Ramsey chosen Moderator.
NEW YORK CITY — May 15, 1878. Discourse by Rev. S.
M. Ramsey. Matt. 27: 22. Rev. A. G. Wylie chosen Moderator.
DUANESBURG, N. Y. — May 21, 1879. Discourse by Rev.
A. G. Wylie, John 3: 30. Rev. Nevin Woodside chosen Modera
tor.
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PITTSBURG, PA. — May 19, 1880. Discourse by Rev. N.
Woodside, Psa. 132: 17. Rev. Robert Hunter chosen Modera
tor.
CEDARVTLDE, O. — May 18, 1881. Discourse by Rev. R.
Hunter, Acts 28: 31. Rev. J. Y. Boice chosen Moderator.
DARDiNGTON, PA. — May 17, 1882. Discourse by Rev. J.
Y. Boice, Neh. 4: 6. Rev. W. J. McDowell chosen Moderator.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. — May 16, 1883. Discourse by Rev.
w. J. McDowell, Isa. 4: 3. Rev. J. F. Morton, D. D. chosen
Moderator.
PITTSBURG, PA. — May 21, 1884. Discourse by Rev. J.
F. Morton, Est. 4: 14. Rev. W. J. Smiley chosen Moderator.
CINCINNATI, O. — May 20, 1885. Discourse by Rev. W.
J. smiley, Matt. 9: 37, 38. Rev. Prof. Mathew Gailey chosen
Moderator.
NEW YORK CITY — May 19, 1886. Discourse by Rev. M.
Gailey, Psa. 145: 11. Rev. David Steeie, D. D., chosen Moder
ator.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. — May 1887. Discourse by Rev. D.
Steele, Heb. 1: 3. Rev. John H. Kendall chosen Moderator.
MARISSA, ILL. — May 1888.
Discourse by Rev. D. Steele,
Luke 24: 26. Rev. Alex. Savage chosen Moderator.
((From this on, up to date the order of record is changed.
MARISSA, ILL. — 1888.

Rev. Alex. Savage.

TAItENTUM, PA. — 1889.

Rev. II. H. Brownell.

PITTSBURG, PA. — 1890.

Rev. Robert Blair.

4th PHI1ADELPHIA — 1891.

Rev. W. II. Gailey.

CEDAR VILLE, O. — 1892.

Rev. D. McKinney.

NEW YORK CITY — 1893.

Rev. John Alford.

COULTERVILLE, ILL. — 18«4.
DARLINGTON, PA.

1895.

Rev. Thomas Watters.

Rev. James D. Steele.
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CEDARVILLB, O. — 1896.

Itev. William Wylie.

PITTSBURG, PA. — 1897. Rev. Thomas Peebles
2nd PHILADELPHIA — 1898.

Rev. G. W. Scott.

NEW YORK CITY — 1899.
SI’ARTA, ILL. — 1900.

Rev. Alex. Savage.

Rev. James L. Chesnut.

CINCINNATI. O. — 1901.

Rev. O. W. Brownell.

1st PHILADELPHIA — 1902.

Rev. J. B. Crawford.

SOUTH RYEGATE, VT. — 1903. Rev. R. W. Chesnut.
MARISSA. ILL. — 1904.
NEW YORK CITY — 1905.

Rev. W. J. Smiley.
Rev. S. M. Ramsey.

The Clerks of Synod lrom 1888 to 1905 were Rev. J. i
Boice and J. H. Kendall.
CEDARV1LLE, O. — 1906.

Rev. J. Y. Boice.

CEDARVIDLE O. — 1907.

Rev. J. L. Ritchie.

The Clerks for 1906 and 1907 were Revs. J. H. Kendall a..u
W. W. lliffe.
CINCINNATI, O. — 1908.

Rev. W. R. McChesney.

The Clerks for 1908 were J. Y. Boice and W. W. lliffe.
5th PHILADELPHIA — 19u9.

Rev. L. A. Benson.

Clerks — J. Y. Boice and W. R. McChesney.
CINCINNATI, O. — 1910.

Rev. Mills J. Taylor,

clerks or 1910 to 1913, J. Y. Boice and J. L. Chesnut.
CEDAR ViLLE, O. — 1911.

Rev. J. H. Kendall.

CEDARVILLE, O. — 1912.

Rev. W. H. Gailey.

CINCINNATI, O. — 1913.

Rev. James Daugherty.

CINCINNATI, O. — 1914. Rev. John Parks.
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Clerks from 1914 to 1918 — Rev's. J. L. Chesnut and L. A.
Benson.
CEDARVILLE, O. — 1915.

Rev. William Patterson.

CEDARVILLE, 0. — 1916.

Rev. W P. Harriman.

3rd PHILADELPHIA — 1917.
CEDARVILLE, O. — 1918.

Rev. Thomas Whyte.

Rev. A. S. Creswell.

7th PHILADELPHIA — 1919.

Rev. J. B. Wilson.

Clerks from 1919 to 1940 — Revs. L. A. Benson and R.
W. Chesnut.
PITTSBURG, PA. — 1920.

Rev. R. S. Elder.

CEDARVILLE, O. — 1921,

Rev. James L. Chesnut, Jr.

5th PHILADELPHIA — 1922.
rlTTSBU RG , PA. — 1923.

Rev. P. W. Duncan.

Rev. R. C. Montgomery.

COULTERV1LLE, ILL. — 1924.
DARLINGTON, PA. — 1925.

Rev. Thomas Whyte.

Rev. D. H. Hammond.

CEDARVILLE, O. — 1926.

Rev. Thomas Whyte.

PITTSBURG, PA. — 1927.

Rev. R. C. Montgomery.

COULTERVILLE, ILL. — 1928.
PITTSBURG, PA. — 1929.

Rev. F. A. Jurkat.

DUANBSBURG, N. Y. — 1930.
SPARTA, ILL. — 1931.

Rev. R. W. Stewart.

Rev. A. E. Gregg.

Rev. John C. Taylor, M. D.

PITTSBURG, PA. — 1932.

Rev. P. W. Duncan.

DARLINGTON, PA. — 1933.

Rev. John Parks

DUANESBCRG, N. Y. — 1934.

Rev. L. A. Sweet.

3rd PH1I.ADELPHIA — 1935.

Rev. A. G. Montgomery.
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FAIR VIEW, I A.

1D3C.

Rev. F. A Jurkat.

COULTERVILLE, ILL. — 1937 Rev. Theo. S. Wray.
PTTTSBURG, I’A.

1938.

i; 'III ADELPII1A
'O

-TON, KY.

Rev Thos. Whyte.

1939.

1910.

Rev. F. A. Jurkat.

D.uvLLNGTON, 1 A. — 1941.
lerk:

Rev. R. W. Stewart.

Rev. Ji. C. Carson.

Revs, lie-son and It. W. Stewart.

START A, ILL. — 1943.
FAIR VIEW, TA. — 1943.

Rev. Jolin C. T-ylo., M. D.
Rev. R. W. Chesnut.

Clerks from 1942 to 1943 — Revs. R. W. Stewart and Sana
uel Ward.

Chapter IX

It is easy to point out defects in all human things, but not
so easy to overcome these defects. In looking over the failures
of the past in the history of our denomination, we discover
many things that were well planned but poorly executed. Our
failures have not been in the planning, so march, as in their
execution. Like New Year resolutions, the acts of Presbyter
ies and Synods are often forgotten. And again, too often, those
whose business it is to carry through or operate the plan, are
either unable or unwilling to do their duty, and after many
months, or possibly a year has passed away, the whole matter
has been neglected or forgotten. An attempt may be made to
revive the plan, but it is too late now to act, and the whole mat
ter is abandoned. Very often those appointed to do their offi
cial duty, or do their part on a committee, do nothing until the
year or time for their report has arrived, and they simply re
port that nothing was done, and their verbal report is approved
: 1 the whole matter is dropped.
On the other hand a good plan has been adopted, and for a
time has been successful, and then abandoned just when it was
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in the midst of its usefulness. There are in the memory of the
writer a few instances of this kind. About the year 1890, a
committee on Sabbath Schools was appointed, and the chair
man immediately began to examine into the conditions of the
schools in General Synod. Questionnaires were sent out to all
me schools, and in a year’s time the committee was able to
state the number of schools, officers, teachers, and scholars;
tne special contributions for missions and other benevolences.
This work was carried on for a few years with good success,
and in some places where the schools were so located that they
cou.d get together, conventions were held that were very prof
itable. The incentive to gather in- more scholars, especially
among the unchurched of the community, grew beyond former
proportions, and with this, the desire to raise their weekly con
tributions to help the several Boards of the church. Each school
wanted to stand as high as it could in the annual statistical
report. In one church the effect was contagious; where, for
years, nothing had been given to missions, the whole congre
gation now became one of the most liberal givers. All admitted
tins was very good and many could not understand it; but a
change in the committee was made, nothing was done, and soon
all Synodic attention to our schools was dropped. That church
and school has long since ceased to exist.
In the early nineties the organizing of Christian Endeavor
Societies, Missionary Soc.eties and Mission Bands seemed to
be the order of the times, and where they flourished, conven
tions for the benefit of all were held and the whole church be
gan to feel the effect of the life and work of the young people
and the women, as it never had before. In the Western Pres
bytery in 1889, the Woman’s Presbyterial Missionary Society
was organized at Coulterville, 111 nois. All the churches of the
Presbytery got busy, and the effect was soon felt even among
those who had long been dead to aggressive work in the churcn.
The young people sought recognition, and at Synod in Dar
lington. Pa., in 1895, their importance and work was so mani
fest, that a special meeting was arranged for them, and a meet
ing each year was arranged for during the time of the meetng of Synod. In 1896, at Cedarville, Ohio, most all of the young
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people’s societies were represented, and a whole evening was
set aside for their benefit. These meetings became popular,
and continued until 1905, when through the actions of the re
actionary members of Synod, all these Synodic conventions were
abandoned.
The women also had their meetings at the same time and
place where Synod met. These were well attended from all
parts of the church. These meetings can and should be revived
immediately.
The work of the Sabbath Schools, Young People’s Socie
ties, Woman’s Missionary Societies and Mission Bands, althougn
so essential to the growth of the church, through no fault ot
their own ceased to function at the time and place of Synod’s
annual meetings; yet, we find that the work has been continued
in the home congregations. Nor would we fail to record the
fact that the Woman’s Presbyterial Missionary Society of the
Western Presbytery has never tailed to hold their annual meet
ing each year since its organization in 1889.
Why these societies that were the very life of the church
as auxiliaries, were so abandoned by those who were the prin
cipal beneficiaries of their labors, is one of the things for us
to seriously think about as we plan for the building of Christ’s
Kingdom in this world.
In 1894, arrangements were made to hold on the Sabbath, a
Communion service in the park in Coulterville, Illinois, and ob
serve as near as possible a Communion service like the Scotch
Conventicle. The writer was not present on account of sickness
in the family, but the meeting was held in spite of very inclem
ent weather. This was the only such attempt to obsex»e the
Lord’s Supper during the meeting of General Synod, that we are
aware of until in 1943 at Fairview, Pa., arrangements were made
and carried out in which we had a Communion service that will
long be remembered by all who were there, as an occasion of
repentance and resolves to render a better service for our Lord
and Master in the days to come. 'In doing this there was a re
newal of our Covenant vows, which we so often have forgot
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ten while tossed about with the cares of the world.
After the experiences of the past, it would be well for us
to return to some of the plans of fifty years ago, and for our
own good, renew our contact with the Young- People’s Societies
and Missionary Societies for their encouragement and our edi
fication. Their energy and skill, is necessary for the advance
ment of the missionary efforts of the church in this time of
need.
There was in recent years a disposition on the part of
some to curtail the work in Synod, in order that less time
would be taken up during our annual meeting. Fifty years ago
every session of the meeting of Synod was opened with a haif
hour of prayer service; but later, the afternoon prayer service
was omitted. Then the next step was to frown upon the full
discussion of the merits of important resolutions. This soon
led to the passage of almost anything that was brought forward
for consideration. This led to the point where the delegates
were little more than a rubber stamp, in recording the action
taken on matters of importance which of course were soon for
gotten.
Such practices shortened the time of the meetings; ana
then, it was proposed that instead of meeting on Wednesday,
the call was made for Thursday, when a rush was made to
be through by Saturday, and give all who wished, a chance to
spend the Sabbath somewhere else. Thus, we drifted away
from the old custom of spending the Lord’s Day with the con
gregation that had so courteously cared for the delegates and
friends who had come to spend a week of Christian fellowship
and attend the business of the highest Court of the Church.
In 1942 the trend seemed to be back to the old program ot
former years; but a step lurther was taken and in the midst
of the business of Synod, the Sabbath was spent in special l)i
vine services both morning and evening. In 1943, at Fail view,
Pa., the Lord’s Supper was observed, and all who were there
from surrounding congregations, as well as the delegates to
Synod, sat together and enjoyed the Sacramental Feast, our
highest privilege this side of Heaven. This occasion seems
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to have marked a change for better and more prosperous times
to come.
In 1942 at Sparta, Illinois, Synod decided to have the Mod
erator make a tour of the churches to Inspect their conditions,
and give them all the encouragement possible It did not seem
possible for him to make the tour, and nothing was done.
In
deed at the meeting in 1943, there was little mention made
about it, and there was nothing in the records of this Synod
to authorize the Moderator to carry out the plan.
However,
during the month of August, an elder from the Fairview con
gregation mentioned the matter and expressed the opin on that
the order of 1942 still held good. With this understanding, the
Moderator began the work during the last week in September.
Three weeks were spent within the bounds of the Pittsburgh
Presbytery. During the first half of November, the congrega
tions in Southern Illinois and the Philadelphia and Duanesburg
congregations were visited, and the Republican City congrega
tion in Kansas was visited during the first half of December
The Mission at Houston, Ky., may expect a visit before the next
meeting of General Synod.
Fairview is enjoying the services of Rev. D. Porter Wil
liams’, as a supply for the present; Republican City was supplied
during the past summer by Mr. Gordon Taylor, a student in
the Seminary; the Pittsburgh congregation is vacant, but anx
ious to get a settled pastor as soon as possible; and the Filth
Church, Philadelphia, has become vacant, by the resignation
of Rev .Theo. S. Wray, their pastor, during the month of Jan
uary, 1944. In all these places the people seemed to be tak
ing courage and looking forward to better things in the near
future.
In the Kansas congregation, many had become discouraged
when their pastor died in 1942; but a majority has decided to
continue the work rvith renewed energy, and with the help of
their Presbytery and the help and sympathy of Synod, it should
soon be able to carry on successfully.
The work assigned to the Moderator was done possibly as
an experiment, but the people seemed to appreciate t, and look
forward to similar visits by others in the future. It is of course
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necessary to arrange to send one who can go, or appoint a sub
stitute, and make provision for his expenses.
At the Synod of 1943, some steps were taken to furnish the
whole church with some much needed literature; such as, a re
vised Book of Discipline, a new edition of McLeod’s Ecclesias
tical^ Catechism, and a Juvenile Educator, for the children and
youth of our Church. The last mentioned booklet is now be
ing made ready for publication.
The Church officials have all along been too lax in supply
ing proper literature, sufficient to meet the needs of the peo
ple. The ADVOCATE, its recognized Magazine, does not have
the support either morally or financially that it should have from
those who are the leaders in the activities^ of the church; and,
as a result, many persons in official positions, are in ignorance
of the conditions, work and needs of the individuals and con
gregations, the units that make up the denominational body.
While in many things we have reason to be hopeful; yet, on
the human side, the thing most needful at the present is wise,
energetic, individual action on the part of our ministers and
elders, as they are engaged in their congregational, Presbytevial and Synodic work. When responsibilities are assumed, they
should be conscientiously fulfilled.
To i n s u r e s u c c e s s e v e r y c o n g r e g a t i o n m u s t b e s o t h o r o u g h 
ly o r g a n iz e d in a ll its d e p a r t m e n t s o f w o r k , t h a t e v e r y a d h e r 
e n t m a y b e fu lly e q u ip p e d fo r th e p a r t th e y h a v e to p e r fo r m ,
th a t th e y m a y b e a b le to d o it; a n d p ro v isio n sh o u ld b e m a d e
lo r e c o g n i z e t h e i r w o r k p u b l i c l y w h e n d o n e .
A m o r e c le a rly d e fin e d c o u rse o f a c tio n sh o u ld b e a d o p te d ,
w h e r e b y a fu lle r v ie w o f th e a c tiv itie s o f th e a u x ilia ry so c ie tie s
o f th e c h u rc h m ig h t b e d isp la y e d fo r th e e n c o u ra g e m e n t o f th e
laity , a n d a lso lo r th o se w h o h o ld o ffic ia l p o sitio n s. S u c h a
p o lic y w o u ld b e m u tu a lly b e n e lie ia l.
The p r e s e n t i s a d a y o f o p p o r t u n i t y s u c h a s w e h a v e n e v e r
had in a l l our h i s t o r y a s a d e n o m i n a t i o n . T h e w a y i s c l e a r ;
the door stands ajar; are w e r e a d y a n d w i l l i n g t o e n t e r a n d go
forward?
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Chapter X

In this chapter we begin a brief history of some of our
congregations that have been loyal all these years to General
Syi\od.
And first, the Duanesburg congregation, organized
about 1795.
The following chapter is an extract from the pen of Rev.
S. M. Ramsey, a former pastor:
It is our purpose, to-day, to look back over the time past of
that nothing be lost, and see in how far God has fulfilled this
this congregation, to gather together the fragments of history
promise to this part of His Zdon. In tracing its rise, progress
and continuance, in viewing its influence and prominence in its
former ministers, and elders, and people, we see that God has
largely made good His promise given of old, to make His people
a blessing, and to preserve Hlis Church a name and a place in
the earth. We may say of our Zion that “this man and that
man were born in h er;” and the "Lord shallcount when He
writeth up the people, that this man was born there.”
The
turning of one sinner from the evil of his way is an event which
causes joy in heaven. The raising up of a man who proves
valiant for the truth as it is in Jesus, and who is the means of
winning souls for Christ, is a matter of no small moment in
the eyes of an all-wise God. The planting of a Christian con
gregation, where souls are born again, where saints are edified
and comiorted, and the Saviour honored, is something of great
er importance and attended with more lasting results, than the
building of a city, or the founding of a state.
Cities have per
ished, and their riches disappeared and their names been for
gotten. Nations have been overthrown, and their rulers de
throned, and their inhabitants scattered, but the influence of an
earnest Christian or a working congregation will not be lost,
or disappear, when centuries have rolled along, or even when
time shall be no more. Eternity alone can reveal the good
done, and the good enjoyed by God’s people here.
The early history of this congregation is involved in much
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obscurity. The exact date and circumstances; of its organization
are now unknown to any member of it. No written records are
to be found which date back beyond the year 1808. There are
but fe-w living now whose memories will carry them beyond
this period. In the liie of Dr. Alex. McLeod, written by Dr.
Samuel B. Wylie, we find references of the early years of this
congregation. These we transcribe with but Little alteration.
Speaking of Alex. McLeod, the writer says, that he “having
received a very respectable classical education in his native
isle, animated by that spirit of liberty and independence which
always formed a prominent trait of his character, turned his
attention to the United States of America. In the year 1792,
when scarcely eighteen, he sailed from Liverpool for New York.
Shortly a.ter his arrival he ascended the Hudson to Albany, and
thence proceeded to Princetown and Duanesburgh. These town
ships lie a few miles> west of Albany, and south of the Mohawk
ILver. Here he fell in with a few families, who had some con
siderable time before emigrated from the Highlands of Scot
land.
Several families of the immigrants also had located
themseives in Galway and Milton, a lew miles north of the
stream.
W ith these honest, unsophisticated farmers, young
McLeod soon became a very great favorite.”
“Among these
honest, simple and virtuous countrymen of his, he found con
genial sp.rits and kindred feelings. They were friends of that
Redeemer whom he loved.” “Religiously educated as Mr. Mc
Leod had been in his native land, he loved the courts of God’s
house, a^.d delighted in the contemplation of the beauty of the
Lord displayed in the sanctuary. His predilections were Preso.,aei\a.i, the abuses and corruptions with which the Established
Church oi Scoiland abounded, were seen and lamented by him.
Although in lire United States neither Establishment nor Panonage eximed, yet he declined connecting himself with any
Oi me diiierent denominations of the Presbyterian Church, unt 1 by close and minute inquiry he might ascertain, so as to
satisfy himself which of them was in nearest accordance “to the
imw and the Testimony."
The Scottish Highlanders above
mentioned, with whom he fell in shortly after his arrival, were
at that time in a similar process of examination alter rel.gious
nu ll. They were anx.ous to know the truth as it is in Jesus.
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They, with much diligence and prayer, engaged In the use of
the means. In conjunction with Mr. McLeod, they constituted
societies for prayer and Christian conference. They procured
the testimonies of such churches as they considered approx
imating nearest the requisitions of God’s work. They read, com
pared, and discussed the doctrines contained in them, praying
for divine light and direction, and thus, in process of time, fin
ally adopted the testimony of the Reformed Presbyterian
Church. It is believed, indeed, that seldom has any society
more intelligently embraced the articles of their religious creed,
than did these societies on both sides of the Mohawk River.
They were composed of men of genuine piety, of primitive
simplicity, of strong common sense.
And they were warm
hearted, ardent, and of rigid moral integrity. Yes, the names
of an Alex. Glen, a John Burns, a Robert Spier, a Hugh Ross,
an Andrew McMillan, a Walter Maxwell, although they may soon
be forgotten in the vicinity of Schenectady, will be held in ever
lasting remembrance in the realms of Eternal day. “The con
victions and ultimate decisions resulting from those intellec
tual inquirers after truth, were much aided and greatly exped
ited by the conversation and public discussions of the Rev.
James McKinney, a member of the Reformed Presbyterian
Church, who had emigrated from Ireland in 1793. This rev
erend gentleman in 1793, had preached in Princetown, a few
miles from the city of Schenectady, for several Sabbaths, with
much acceptance and suocess. Mr. McLeod’s connection with
the Reformed Presbyterian Church was among the first fruits
of Mr. McKinney’s ministry in this place. The second sermon
which he preached in Princetown was on the fourth verse of
the Twenty-seventh Psalm: ‘One thing have I desired of the
Lord, that will I seek after; that I may dwell in the house of
the Lord all the days of my life, to behold the beauty of the
Lord and to inquire in his temple.’ The effect of this sermon
on Mr. McLeod’s mind immediately determined him to em
brace the principles, and qualify himself for the ministry, in
the Reformed Presbyterian Church.”
"During Mr. McLeod’s collegiate course, it was his custom
to go out to Princetown to Walter Maxwell, some seven or eight
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miles from Schenectady, on Saturday afternoon.
There he
spent the Sabbath, attending either on ithe ministry of Rev.
James McKinney, or on fellowship meetings with his breth
ren, in prayer and Christian conference.” “Often,” says the
writer, “have we heard Dr. McLeod dwell with peculiar em
phasis on the hospitality and kindness, the cordial welcome and
smile* of genuine friendship, with which he was1 received by
mese excellent, unsophisticated Christians. After the close of
rhe religious services of the day, whether in public worship or
fellowship meetings on the Sabbath, Mr. McLeod spent the
evening with the tamily where he lodged in interesting con
versation, on such topics as were ever auxiliary to vital piety
and experimental godliness. The hearts of these good people
were indissolubly knit to him, in bonds of purest affection. His
was a soul capable of duly appreciating and vividly enjoy the
interesting though homely society of those excellent Christians.
Andrew McMillan or Waited Maxwell would, on Monday morn
ing, be up before daybreak, have the horses prepared, and the
rude but sa.e and comfortable vehicle in readiness, to carry
.atA guest to Schenectady, in due season for attending the
unties of the college classes.”
Duanesburgh and Galway, until the year 1818, comprised
p a s t o r a l charge. The iirst pastor of these congregations
was the Rev. James McKinney. In the historical part of our
testimony we are informed that “the people of Prineetown and
LLanesburgh, uniting with the congregation of Galway, peti
tioned to the Presbytery of Ireland, praying that they would
d.ssoive his connection with his present pastoral charge, and
settle him among them.
In the year 1797 Mr. McKinney ac
id i.u- invitation, and receiving his family from Ireland, set
tler a. the pastor o f the congregations of Duanes'butgh and
(. ir. . y.
P r o m a l l the information that can now be obtained,
A s e e m s m o s t likely that this congregation was organized in
or 1.94; l>e ng, as we believe, the oldest Reformed Pres:i congregation now in existence in this country,
m- fi t pastor, Rev. James McKinney, “was born in Cooksto. ii County of Tyrone, Ireland, in the year 1759. After purjig his preparatory studies in Ireland, he entered Glasgow
1 ©He ' where he took a regular course, and remained there
o~e
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several years alter, engaged In the study both of theology and
medicine. In due time he was licensed to preach in the Re
formed Presbyterian Church in his native country, and was or
dained and constituted pastor of a congregation at Kirkhill, in
the county of Antrim, about the year 1781. In 1793 he emigrat
ed to the United States, leaving his family in Ireland until he
should obtain a settlement here, and be ready to receive them.
The first four years after his arrival he spent in the capacity
of a missionary, traveling from New York to South Carolina, and
preaching wherever an opportunity presented. Mrs. McKinney,
with her five children, arrived in 1797, and shortly after he be
came pastor of a Reformed Presbyterian Church in Duanesburgh
and Galway, New York. Here he remained until May, 1804,
when he accepted a call from a church of the same denomina
tion in Chester County, South Carolina. He was installed in
due time as pastor of that church, though his ministry there
was of very brief continuance. He died alter an illness of a
day or two, on the 16th of September, 1804. He had not re
moved his family to Carolina previous to his death, so that their
only residence was in the State of New York. He had eight
children in all—three sons and five daughters. Mrs. McKinney
died on the 30th of April, 1847. Mr. McKinney was a man of
unusual eloquence and power. He was a profound theologian,
a close thinker and a learned man. Dr. Gilbert MacMaster says,
“Of the character of Mr. McKinney as a preacher, and of the
power of his eloquence, the very large assemblies that every
where attended on his ministry, and the uniform testimony of
well-informed and serious men of various denominations, leave
no room for doubt. Thus of those who had attended on his
ministry you would hear one declare ‘his sermons were a con
tinued stream of thought.’ Another, ‘I can never esteem any
preacher as I did Mr. McKinney,’ and yet another, a man o?
mind and a scholar, and well qualified to judge in such matter,
affirmed to me, 'for grandeur of thought, and depth of feel
ings, such displays of eloquence I never expect again to hear
on earth.’ He had entered on the preparation of a work which
showed his mental grasp, but he only lived to finish the intro
duction. He aimed at discussing the rights of God, the rights
of Christ as Mediator, the rights of the Church and the rights
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of humanity in general.” As Dr. MacMaster has well observed,
“the work would have been worthy of the man, not only sound
in matter, but deep in thought and impressive in style.”
He
died in peace, enjoying that love he so earnestly recommended
to others. His last words were beautiful and impressive: “Now
is the time to have the anchor cast within the vail.”
For some four years after the resignation of Mr. McKinney,
the congregation was without a pastor. In the fall of 1807 the
united congregations of Duanesburgh and Galway made a call
on the Rev. Samuel B. Wylie, of Philadelphia. He looked fa
vorably on the call, but being unable to decide referred the mat
ter to Presbytery for its decision. The Presbytery, after care
fully considering the claims of the call, decided that he should
accept; although they expressed much hesitation about the
propriety of removing him from the field of labor he then oc
cupied. Notwithstanding this action of Presbytery, Mr. Wylie,
upon more mature consideration, and because of the hesitancy
of Presbytery to give a decision, declined the call.
The second pastor of this congregation was Rev. Gilbert
MacMaster, who was ordained and installed on the 8th of Aug
ust, 1808. “He was born in the parish of Saintfield, a few
miles lrom Belfast, Ireland, on the 13th of February, 1778.
In
1791 his father came, with his family, to the United States, and
after a short sojourn near Wilmington, Delaware, settled as a
farmer in Franklin County, Pennsylvania. Here Gilbert pro
secuted a liberal course of study at the Franklin Academy. He
remained there for about two years, after which he spent a
year and a half as a tutor in Shippensburgh, and in 1801 entered
Jefferson College. There he remained about two years and a
half, an earnest and successful student, nearly completing the
usual course of study. Some temporary pecuniary embarrass
ment, to which he was subjected, induced him to leave the col
lege for a time; and for reasons not now known, he did not
return. Upon leaving college, Mr. MacMaster entered upon a
course of medical studies, which, being completed, he was reg
ularly admitted to the profession in 1805, and settled himself a
a physician in the borough of Mercer, Pennsylvania. He was
successfully engaged in medical practice for about two years
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and a half. The thoughts and wishes of Mr. MacMaster had
been early directed toward the gospel ministry- But from the
very high estimate which he had formed of the sacredness of
his office, and the qualifications necessary to it, in connec
tion with his own self-distrust, he shrank from the idea of as
suming its responsibilities, and, therefore, entered the medical
profession. The duty of devoting himself to the ministry had
been, through a course of years, often and earnestly urged up
on him. by his clerical and other friends, and the subject had
deeply exercised his own mind. At length, in September, 1807,
the late Dr. Alex. McLeod, of New Y'ork, and Dr. Samuel B.
Wylie, of Philadelphia, sought an interview with him at Pitts
burg, and informed him that the Presbytery, of which they
were leading members, had, at an informal conference, resolved
to exercise their presbyterial authority, and require him to yield
his scuples, and prepare to enter the ministry. In this decis
ion he recognized the voice of Providence, and as his studies
had always had a special direction to the various branches of
theological learning, after passing the customary parts of trial,
he was licensed to preach the gospel in October, 1807.
Hav
ing declined some other calls, he was ordained to the work of
the ministry in the Reformed Presbyterian Church, and set
tled as pastor of the congregations in Duanesburgh and Gal
way, New York, on the 8th of August, 1808.
In 1818 he gave up the pastoral charge of Galway, and de
voted his whole time to Duanesburgh. From his settlement at
Duanesburgh, he continued to minister to this congregation for
a period of nearly 32 years, holding a distinguished position
in his own community, and in the friendly and respectful re
gards of other denominations, building up a large and flourish
ing congregation, and exerting a benign and powerful influence
over the whole region. In 1828 he was honored with the de
gree of Doctor of Divinity, from Union College.
In 1840 he accepted a call from the church in Princeton.
Indiana, and removed to that place, leaving this charge, for
what appeared to him sufficient reasons, amidst the universal
and strongly expressed regrets, not only of his own congrega
tion, and others of the same denomination, but of the whole
community of all denominations and classes.
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He remained in Princeton six years, when he resigned his
charge in 1846. He was an eminent preacher, of great charac
ter, and a prolific writer. His principal works are: ‘An Analy
sis of the Shorter Catechism,’ ‘The Moral Character of Civil
Government,’ ‘An Bssay in Defense of Some Fundamental
Doctrines of Christianity,’ ‘An Apology for the Book of Psalms,’
and ‘Thoughts on (Union in the Church of God,’ besides some
eight or nine published sermons and speeches on various sub
jects. When the Reformed Presbytery first assumed the form
of a Synod, in 1809, Dr. MadMaster was chosen as its first
Moderator. He died at New Albany, Indiana, on the 17th of
March, 1854. Mrs. MacMaster died at the residence of her son,
Dr. Algernon Sydney MacMaster, in Poland, Ohio, March 15,
1860.” Their remains are interred in the cemetery at Xenia,
Ohio.
After the resignation of Dr. MacMaster, the congregation
was without a pastor for a little more than a year.
Rev. Dr.
Crawford and others supplied the pulpit during this time. It
was in the old church that Dr. Crawford was ordained to the
ministry, on the 15th of May, 1823.
The third pastor of this congregation, whose name and
presence is still familiar to you all, was Rev. Andrew Gifford
Wylie, a good preacher, an eloquent speaker, a lover of order,
and a zealous upholder of the principles of the church.
He
was born and educated in the city of New York, his father be
ing an elder in the First Reformed Presbyterian congregation
of that city, during the pastorate of Dr. Alex McLeod. Mr.
Wylie was licensed to preach in 1840, ordained and installed
pastor of this congregation, August 29, 1841. Here he remained
tor a period of a little more than twenty-nine years.
In De
comber, 1870, he resigned this charge to accept a call to the
First Reformed Presbyterian congregation in Philadelphia.
In this interval between the pastorates, as in the former
one, Rev. Dr. S. W. Crawford was the first to supply the pul
pit, which he did for a considerable time.
Concerning the present pastor of this congregation, mod
esty would forbid me making any extended remarks. Suffice
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it to say. he was born near Morning Sun, Preble County, Ohio;
was raised under the pastoral care of Rev. Gavin McMillan,
who has beeu styled the Rowland Hill of our church, and of
whom 1 must say thnt a more holy man of God, a more con
sistent Christian, a riper saint, I have never known. Your pas
tor received his literary education at Miami University, Oxford,
Ohio, entering there in 1860, and finishing the course in 1861.
In the fall of 1865 he entered the Theological Seminary in Phila
delphia, where he remained the full course of four terms. He
was licensed to preach the gospel by the Ohio Presbytery of
our Church, April 1, 1868; accepted a call to, and was ordained
and installed pastor of the Reformed Presbyterian Congregation
in Chicago, Illinois, April 12, 1869 and remained in that field
till April, 1873. Began his labors in Duanesburgh, October 1,
1873, and was installed on the 14th of the following month.
There are no records of the congregation which extend
beyond the time of the settlement of Rev. Gilbert MacMaster,
in 1808. The following are the names of those who occupied
the office of ruling elder, before that time: Walter Maxwell,
Robert Liddle, John Cullings, and George Duquid. It is prob
able that these were the first elders chosen at the time of the
organization. Walter Maxwell was an elder in the Presbyter
ian Church, previous to the organization of this congregation.
The others who were chosen elders, it is believed, had not, up
to this time, identified themselves with any church in this
country. There are those still living who remember these per
sons, and who, ever speak of them as good', earnest, Godly men,
worthy of double honor, who served faithfully their generation.
One of the first and most active members of this congrega
tion, Mr. Andrew McMillan, it would seem, was never an elder.
Whether it was through his own refusal or not we do not know.
One other family, besides Mr. McMillan and family, were th»
only Reformed Presbyterians in this section of the country,
when Mr. McKinney first preached here.
From the first, this congregation, with various others of
our denomnaition, managed their temporalities through dea
cons. The other congregations of our church, from time to
time, changed this order, and elected tiustees instead, and now
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this is the only congregation within the bounds of General Sy
now that retains the office of the deacon. The first list of
deacons we have, is of those who were in office in 1820. When
they were elected we do not know. Their names were John
Tulloch, John Liddle, James Maxwell, Thomas Kelly, and Wil
liam Cummings. We notice that it has been the general cus
tom in electing elders, to choose them from among the num
ber of the deacons.
When Mr. McKinney came first to this part of the coun
try, he preached frequently in the Old Stone Presbyterian
Church, of Princetown, which stood about a mile north of the
present one. There he preached much of his time during the
whole of his settlement here. It appears to have been built by
the people of the community, although under the care and con
trol of the Presbyterian Church. Often Mr. McKinney preached
in barns and school houses', and even in the open air.
Our
first church building in Duanesburgh was erected some time
after his removal to South Carolina, but before the settlement
of the following pastor, and stood very near the site of the
present structure. At the time of the settlement of Mr. Mac
Master, it was in an unfinished condition, and was soon after
ward completed. It was painted a yellow color, and some even
to this day distinguish our church as the “Yellow Church.” The
lot for the church building was given to the congregation by
Hon. Judge Duane, and the lot for the manse by his daughter,
Miss Duane. The old church stood till alter the erection of the
present one, in 1836-1837. This building was first occupied for
the worship of God on June 18, 1837. Dr. Gilbert MacMaster
pleached in the morning, and his son, Algernon Sydney Mac
Master, preached in the afternoon. In the year 1828 the <ongregation, at the solicitation of Dr. MacMaster, erected a manse.
He, at that time, was living on a farm, about two miles from the
church. The manse, though it has received seme additions and
alterat.ons, stands today very much as it did when it was built.
All the early members of this congregation have gone to
their reward. Not one now remains of those who were in con
nection with the church in 1808. There is but one member
now living whose memory reaches back to the time ot Mi. M.-
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Kinney. Mr. William Turnbull, the oldest member of the con
gregation at this date, has a distinct recollection of hearing
him preach, being a lad fourteen or fifteen years old, when Mr.
McKinney left Dunnosbiirgh. Miss Jennie Maxwell, daughter
of Walter Maxwell, and Mrs. Janet Murray, daughter of John
Cullings, though not so old, are as well versed in the early his
tory of the congregation, as any members now living.
Some who have had connection with this congregation,
have reached considerable distinction in the Church and world,
and have filled places* ol influence and mark. Among the ear
liest of these was Alex. McLeod, who, no doubt, was one of the
first members. Dr. Sprague, in his Annals, says: "It is a mat
ter of record that within nine months after his landing in the
United States, and when he was in his nineteenth year, he be
came a communicant in the Reformed Presbyterian Church."
He graduated at Union College, Schenectady, in 1798; was li
censed to preach the gospel in 1799, and ordained to the min
istry in 1800. The same year he became the pastor of a con
gregation in Coldenham, Orange County, New York, where he
remained only about a year. In 1801 he became the pastor of
the Reformed Presbyterian Church, in Chambers Street, New
York. For many years he was Professor in our Theological
Seminary, and was the author of a number of. works, among
which are the ‘‘Ecclesiastical Catechism,” "Lectures on the
Revelation,” "A Scriptural View of the War of 1812,” and “The
Life and Power of True Godliness.” He was among the first,
if not the first, to move in the organization of the American
Colonization Society, and wrote its constitution. He died on
the 17th of February, 1833, in the lifty-eighth year of his age,
and the thirty-fourth of his ministry.
Dr. Erasmus Darwin MacMaster had his earliest connect.on
in this congregation. He was some two and a half years old at
the time of his father’s settlement here. “He graduated at Un
ion College, Schenectady, in 1827; studied theology under the
direction of his father; was licensed to preach in the Reformed
Presbyterian Church in 1829, and was ordained and installed
pastor of the Presbyterian Church of Ballston, New York, in
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1831. In 1838 lie resigned to become President of Hanover Col
lege, Indiana. In 1845 he became President of Miami Univer
sity, Oxford, Ohio. About 1850 he accepted a Professorship in
the Presbyterian Theological Seminary, at New ALbany, Indiana.
In 1806 he was appointed by the General Assembly of the Pres
byterian'Church, to the Professorship of Theology, in the Sem
inary at Chicago, Illinois. There he died on the 11th of De
cember, of the same year. His biographer says of him: “He
possessed a massive intellect, clear, acute, powerful; an un
wavering fidelity to his own convictions of right; a kindly and
benevolent spirit, and an earnest and devoted piety. In any
community in w'hich his lot might have been cast, he would
have been a man of mark.’’
Another name which we find upon the records of this con
gregation is that of Algernon Sydney MacMaster. He became
a communicant at an early age. He was licensed to preach
the gospel by the Northern Presbytery of our Church, which
met in Schenectady, January 3rd, 1833, and was ordained and
installed pastor of the Galway congregation, of which his father
had been pastor, on Aprli 4th of the same year. He remained
in Galway for five years, when he changed his church connec
tion, and became pastor of a Presbyterian congregation in Pitts
burg, Pa., where he remained four years. He then removed to
Westfield, Pa, where he was pastor for twelve years; then to
Poland, Ohio.
Benjamin James MacMaster was also at one time a mem
ber of this congregation, although it is with no feeling of pride
that we refer to this fact. His course of life since leaving it
has been anything but a credit to his early training and con
nection. He was the editor of “The Freeman’s Journal,” pub
lished in the city of New York, a leading paper in the Roman
Catholic Church. How one trained as he was, having such ad
vantages, and such good opportunities of knowing the truth,
could be identified with that church, is something we could
never understand.
Although many of those whose names are found upon the
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records of the congregation have not attained ns high a posh
tion or as great a reputation In the Church visible ns those we
have mentioned, they may be Just as near the throne of the
Lamb, and as highly honored In the Church invisible.
The
whole number of names on the records since 1808 is four bun
dled and twenty-six; but the whole number of members must
have been considerably more, as numerous omissions have been
noticed. The whole number of members at the present time
is one hundred and eight. Death and removals have made
great reductions lrom former times. The number of names
on the record in 1808, many of which, no doubt, were among
the original number, was fifty-four. Among these, besides those
mentioned, we find those of Daniel Stuart, John McCollum and
wife, Alex. McParlan and wife, James McBean and wife, John
MoClumpha and wife, Alex. Liddle and wife, Charles Tulloch
and wife, James Ingersol and wife, George Turnbull and wife,
James Young, Thomas Hays, and others. Nearly all of these
families are yet represented in the congregation. The record
of baptisms goes back to 1809. The whole number recorded is
. four hundred and fifty-four, but there have been many omis
sions. Of the number of deaths there has been no systematic
record.
<
.
During the pastorate. of Dr. MacMaster, about the yeas
1S34, the Sabbath School was organized, which has been con
tinued, with more or less success, until the present time. Mr.
Robert Liddle was the first (and for many years) superintend
ent, Mrs. Mac Master being the leading person in securing its
organization. Up to this time there has been but one other,
viz: Mr. Thomas R. McOlew. It is* in as flourishing a condi
tion now as in any period of its history. This must have been
one of the first congregations within the bounds of our Church
in which the Sabbath School was introduced. This congrega
tion has always been very careful in meeting its financial ob
ligations to her pastors. In this she has followed the highesi
type of business promptitude. The people may have sufiered
in their own business matters, and the deacons may have been
perplexed by the delinquencies of some of the people, but the
church obligations to her pastors have always been promptly
met.
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As we look back with pleasure today at the past history
of this congregation, at what has been begun, at what has
been accomplished, at what has been enjoyed, our hearts should
be filled with gratitude to the Great Head of the Church for
planting, preserving, and nourisning it.
Should we not today
raise our Ebenezer, and say: “Hitherto hath the Lord helped
us”? All the influences and the instrumentalities that have
gone forth from this place can never be summed up or be fully
known in this world. The growing of the seed planted, the ac
tive labors and benevolence, and the prayers of her members,
here and elsewhere, will produce fruit which only the Great
Husbandman of the vineyard can rightly estimate. One thing
we think we can say truly: Through divine grace, this congre
gation has been a blessing to many. Hut, on the other hand,
all these mercies, and privileges, and enjoyments bring grave
responsibilities with them. To whom much is given, of them
will much be required1.
May these advantages not rise up
against any in the Judgment to condemn them. Although we
can not but lament that this vine, which has been long planted,
is not bringing forth more abundant fruit, to the glory of God,
still the promise is ours. Let us seek its' real.zation more dili
gently, let us pray for it more earnestly, let us wait for it more
expectingly, and we shall not be disappointed. Guided by the
Holy Spirit, constrained by the love of the Saviour, may we
all be steadfast, unmovable, always abounding in the work of
the Lord, forasmuch as we are assured that our work shall not
be in vain in the Lord. So will the promsie be true concerning
us: “1 will make them, and the places round about my hill, a
blessing."
So far, we have quoted Dr. Ramsey, who was pastor for
fourteen years. He was followed by Rev. J. B. Crawford, tor
lourteen years; Rev. W. W. Iliffe, for four years; by Rev. K
W. Chesnut, seven and a half years, 1910 to 1917. Alter the
church had been vacant for two and a half years, Rev. R. W.
Chesnut returned as pastor, until July, 1942, when he was suc
ceeded by Rev, A. E. Parsons, who is at the pre. ent wiitin.,
April 1944, pastor of our oldest congregation.
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Chapter XI

In the preceding chapter more than usual isipa.ce was given
to the Duanesburg congregation, because it is the oldest con
gregation in our Synod, and also, because through all these 150
years, it has stood faithful, and at last alone, when all others in
the Presbytery had left, going either to other denominations,
or going down in the debacle of 1905; it has remained, surviving
the shock, and has grown stronger in numbers and service. Be
ing left alone it joined the Philadelphia Presibytery, on which
list its name is found at present.
As for the other congregations, some disbanded and others
joined the United Presbyterian Church. Several of the congre
gations were in good condition, but because of disloyal leaders
they either fell into decay or joined other communions. While
some of them were worthy, we pass them by without further no
tice. Concerning the pastors', most of them were soon called
to their reward, or have dropped out of notice as they faced the
future among the larger denominations.
The churches of Philadelphia have passed through some
wonderful changes during the pasting years. It is impossible to
give a full history of them, ibut we will give them a passing
notice.
The First Church was organized about the beginning of the
past century by Rev. Samuel B. Wylie, who was its first pastor,
and at his death he was succeeded by his son, Rev. T. W. J.
Wylie. The church was located on South Broad street.
The
pastor, with a large number of the congregation, withdrew from
the General Synod in 1868. Because of this, the other part held
the organization, and some years worshipped in the Horticul
tural Hall, not far from those who held the church property;
and were for several years under the pastoral charge of Rev.
A. G. Wylie, and later under Rev. J. C. Chapman, during whose
pastorate they built a new church building at the corner of
Nineteenth and Federal street. On his resignation, Rev. John
Graham was pastor until 1902. He was followed by Rev. J. Y.
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B o i c e , D. D., u n t i l a b o u t 1 1 9 1 2 , w h e n t h e c o n g r e g a t i o n u n i t e d w i t h
a p a rt o f th e F o u rth C h u rch . T h e p a rts o f th e F irst, Seco n d an d
F i f t h C h u r c h e s w h ic h w it h d r e w fr o m G e n e r a l S y n o d in 1 8 6 8
all c a r rie d o n u n d e r th e ir o rig in a l n a m e s u n til a b o u t 1 886, w h e n
th e y all u n ite d w ith th e P r e sb y te r ia n C h u rc h U . S . A .
T h e S e c o n d C h u r c h , lo c a te d in th e v ic in ity o f 2 2 n d a n d
R a c e stre e ts, w a s o rg a n iz e d a fe w y e a rs la te r th a n th e F irst,
a n d w a s u n d e r th e c h a r g e o f R e v . W illia m S t e r r it w h e n it w ith 
d re w fr o m G e n e ra l S y n o d . P a r t o f th is c o n g re g a tio n re m a in e d
w ith G e n e ra l S y n o d a n d w a s la te r u n d e r th e c a r e o f R e v . J . Y .
B o i c e , D. D., a n d l a t e r u n d e r R e v s . H e n r y a n d W i l l i a m W y l i e .
W h e n th e n e w d r iv e w a y fr o m th e P u b lic B u ild in g s to F a ir m o u n t P a rk w a s c o n stru cted , th e p ro p e rty w a s co n d em n ed , as
o th e r s in th e s a m e v ic in ity , a n d th e b u ild in g w a s d e s tr o y e d , th e
c o n g re g a tio n
d isb an d ed ,
and
th e
m em bers
en tered
o th er
ch u rch es.
T h e T h ird C h u rc h w a s lo ca te d a t H a n c o c k an d O x fo rd
stre e ts. T h is c o n g re g a tio n e sc a p e d th e la n d slid e o f 1868. It
h a d b e e n u n d e r p a s t o r s w h o g u id e d it in to a s a f e h a v e n d u r in g
th e sto rm s th a t w re c k e d th e F irst, S e c o n d a n d F ifth C h u rch es.
D u r in g th e m e m o r y o f th e w rite r , u n til 11902, th e c o n g re g a tio n
w a s u n d e r th e w ise le a d e rsh ip o f R e v . M a th e w G aile y , a m a n of
m a n y r a r e q u a litie s, w h o le d th e m a s a tr u e s h e p h e r d w o u ld
le a d h is flo c k , a n d t o d a y u n d e r th e le a d e r s h ip o f R e v . W illia m
P . G r e e n , t h e y liv e , m o v e a n d h a v e t h e ir b e in g , in p e a c e a n d
h a p p in e ss, at F ro n t a n d O n ta rio stre e ts.
T h e Fou r
p ast cen tu ry ,
th e S e m in a r y
fo rd w ere am
years.

th
an
w
on

C h u r c h w a s o r g a n i z e d in a n e a r l y p a r t o f t h °
d w a s lo c a t e d a t 1 18th a n d F ilb e r t s t r e e t s . H e r o
a s lo c a te d u n til 1890. R e v s. H e rro n a n d C r a w 
g th o se w h o se rv e d th e c o n g re g a tio n fo r m a n y

A f.e r th e P e n n sy lv a n ia R a ilro a d S ta tio n w a s lo ca te d b e 
tw e e n M a r k e t a n d F ilb e r t s tr e e ts, th e tr a c k s b e in g b u ilt on th e
o th e r sid e o f th e stre e t fr o m th e c h u rc h , th e se rv ic e s w e re m u c h
d istu r b e d b y th e b e lc h in g lo c o m o tiv e s. D r. S te e le , th e p a sto r,
w ith h is w o n d rfu l v o ic e a n d e lo q u e n c e fo r m a n y y e a r s c o n te n d 
e d w it h t h e s t e a d y r o a r f r o m t h e l o c o m o t i v e s , u n t il in 1 8 9 0 , a
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n e w h o u se o f w o r sh ip w a s e re c te d a t 1 9 th a n d C a th e rin e str e e ts.
H e re h e en d e d a lo n g a n d su c c e ssfu l p a sto ra te .
A f t e r h is d e a t h , d i s a f f e c t i o n a r o s e in t h e c h u r c h a n d
1 9 0 9 p a r t o f th e c o n g r e g a tio n m o v e d to W e s t P h ila d e lp h ia
w e r e k n o w n a s th e S t e e le M e m o r ia l C h u r c h , in c o n n e c t io n
th e P r e sb y te ria n C h u rc h , U . S . A . T h e o th e r p a r t u n ite d
th e F ir s t C h u rc h to fo r m th e S e v e n th C h u rc h .

after
, and
w ith
w ith

T h e F ifth C h u rc h w a s lo cate d on E a s t Y o rk S tre e t, an d u n 
d e r t h e c h a r g e o f R e v . M c A u l l e y a t t h e t i m e o f t h e d i v is i o n in
1 8 6 8 ; it r e m a in e d u n d e r its o ld title , h o w e v e r , u n til it w ith th e
o th e r se c e d in g c o n g re g a tio n s w e n t to th e P re sb y te ria n C h u rc h ,
U . S. A . H o w e v e r, q u ite a re sp e c ta b le n u m b e r o f th e m e m b e rs
r e m a in e d w ith th e G e n e r a l S y n o d , a n d o r g a n iz e d a c o n g r e g a tio n
o n F r o n t S tr e e t, a b o v e Y o r k . T h e o ld title r e m a in e d o n th e
fr o n t o f th e c h u rc h a t E a s t Y o r k s tr e e t u n til a b o u t 11886. It
w a s r a th e r b e w ild e r in g to a s t r a n g e r to fin d tw o c h u r c h e s w it h 
in a f e w b l o c k s , o f t h e s a m e n a m e , a s w a s t h e c a s e w it h t h e s e
se c e d in g c h u rc h e s fo r n e a r ly 20 y e a rs. It se e m e d h a rd to g iv e
u p th e o ld n a m e . T h e p r e s e n t F ift h C h u rc h w a s o r g a n iz e d
a b o u t 11870. T h e y w e r e su p p lie d a s w ell a s p o ssib le u n til R e v .
W . H . G ailey , a y o u n g e r b ro th e r o f R e v . M a th e w G ailey , w a s
c a lle d to th e p a s to r a te . H e m in iste r e d fa ith fu lly to th e m u n til
th e tim e o f h is d e a t h in 1 9 1 6 . T h e fir st e d ific e w a s s m a ll a n d
lo ca te d b a c k fro m th e stre e t. T h e c o n g re g a tio n g re w ra p id ly
a n d la te r b u ilt th e p re se n t la r g e h o u se o f w o rsh ip . T h e w rite r
p r e a c h e d in it s e v e r a l t im e s u n d e r th e p a s t o r a t e o f R e v . G a ile y ,
w h e n sittin g ro o m w a s a t a p re m iu m . It w a s a n in sp ira tio n to
b e th ere.
A fte r th e d e a th o f R e v . G a ile y , R e v . Jo h n P a r k s w a s c alle d
a n d r e m a in e d p a s t o r u n til h is d e a t h in (1 9 3 4 . D u r in g t h a t y e a r
R e v . T h e o . S .'W r a y w a s c a lle d a n d se r v e d u n til th e e a r ly p a rt
o f 11944.
T h e re h a v e b e e n se v e ra l a tte m p ts m a d e to o rg a n iz e a n d
b u ild u p a S i x t h C h u r c h . T h e fir s t o n e w a s lo c a t e d in th e
lo w e r p a r t o f th e c ity , o n K a t e r s tr e e t , in K a t e r H a ll, f o r a tim e
u n d e r th e c h a rg e o f R e v . D a v id S te e le . L a te r, th e c o n g re g a tio n
u n ite d w ith th e F o u r th C h u rc h , a n d R e v . S te e le b e c a m e p a s to r
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o f th e u n ite d c o n g re g a tio n s.
D u rin g th e se v e n tie s, a n o th e r c o n g re g a tio n w a s o rg a n iz e d a t
th e F a lls o f th e S c h u lk ill, a s th e S ix th C h u rc h , a n d w a s s u p 
p lie d fo r a w h ile b y th e s tu d e n ts o f th e S e m in a r y . W h a t c a u s e d
its d e a t h in in fa n c y , w e a r e n o t a b le to s a y .
A b o u t 11886 a n o th e r c o n g re g a tio n w a s o rg a n iz e d a n d c alle d
th e S ix th C h u rch . T h e se w e re p eo p le w h o h a d b e co m e d is sa t
isfied fo r so m e triv ia l r e a so n w h ile th e y w e r e m e m b e r s o f th e
T h ird C h u rc h . T h e y h e ld se rv ic e s n e a r F r o n t a n d L e h ig h , fo r a
w h ile , a n d th e n b u ilt a h o u se fo r w o r sh ip o n F r o n t a b o v e S o m 
e rse t street. T h e y h ad se v e ra l p a sto rs, R e v s. J. H . L e ip e r,
S a m u e l N e lso n , E . M . M c F a a d e n , an d L . A . B e n so n . T h e ir
p a sto r a te s w e re sh o rt, a n d th e c o n g re g a tio n so ld th e ir p ro p e rty
an d w a s d iso rg an ized .
T h e n e x t c o n g re g a tio n to b e o rg a n iz e d w a s th e S e v e n th .
T h e y h e s i t a t e d in b e i n g n a m e d th e S i x t h C h u r c h , a s th e o t h e r s
o f th a t n u m b e r w e r e so sh o r t liv e d . T h e y w e r e c o m p o se d o f
p o r tio n s o f th e o ld F ir s t a n d F o u r th C h u rc h e s. R e v . Jo h n
P a r k s w a s th e ir first p a sto r. T h e ir h o u se o f w o rsh ip w a s on
2 3 r d s t r e e t a b o v e C h r is t ia n . R e v . P a r k s r e s i g n e d in th e f a ll
o f 1 9 1 6 , to ta k e c h a r g e o f th e F ifth C h u rc h . H e w a s fo llo w e d
b y R e v . R . W . C h e s n u t, o f D u a n e s b u r g , N . Y ., w h o r e tu r n e d to
D u a n e sb u rg a fte r a p a sto r a te o f tw o an d o n e -h alf y e a rs.
H e w a s fo llo w e d b y R e v . J. L . C h e sn u t, Jr., w h o se rv e d tw o
o r th ree y e a rs an d w a s su c ce e d e d b y R ev . R . C . M o n tg o m e ry ,
w h o w a s p a s t o r u n til h is d e a t h in 1 9 3 4 . L a t e r in th e y e a r , t h e y
c a lle d R e v . J o s e p h S p r o u le , w h o th r o u g h n o fa u lt o f h is o w n ,
b u t b y th e m is m a n a g e m e n t o f P r e sb y te r y , w a s n o t in sta lle d .
T h e c o n g re g a tio n fo r v a rio u s re a so n s b e c a m e d isc o u ra g e d an d
b r o k e o ff r e la tio n s w ith G e n e r a l S y n o d .
A f t e r all th e se u p s a n d d o w n s in th e p a s t y e a r s , w e s u r e ly
h a v e r e a so n to sit d o w n a n d d o so m e se r io u s th in k in g . W h a t
w e r e th e c a u s e s o f th e d e c lin e o f r e c e n t y e a r s ? N o w w h ile y o u
a r e th in k in g o f th e se th in g s , y o u r h is to r ia n w ill ta k e a jo u r n e y
a c r o s s th e A l l e g h e n i e s t o s e e w h a t h a s b e e n d o n e in a n d n e a r
P ittsb u rg h , P a.
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Chapter XII

The Pittsburgh Presbytery had its origin in the early days
of the past century. Itev. John Black, who began his ministry
along with Rev. S. B. Wylie, began work in Pittsburgh, about
the same time that Rev. Wylie began work in Philadelphia.
On account of difficulties in travel across the Alleghenies, he
did not have as direct contact with those in the east, as in
later years; but the work made rapid progress', and soon a
flourishing congregation was organized. Rev. Black was or
dained to the gospel ministry about 1810.
Synod met in Pittsburgh August 11, 1812. For many years
Rev. Black was the efficient Stated Clerk; and continued to
hold that office until 1837 when he was elected Moderator when
the Synod met in New York City. At an early date a con
gregation was organized in Allegheny, and several in adjoining
country places. We have been unable to get reliable dates;
but in Beavei County, near New Galilee, what is known as the
White Church, was organized, from which came many able men
and women in General Synod. The Fairview congregation was
organized in 1851. The Brick church at Darlington was built
about 1849, by those who worshiped under the name of the Free
Presbyterian Church, and afterward united with White Church,
at New Galilee. Elver since, these two congregations have
worked together in what seems to be a new order of Church
Unity, yet in harmony. The united congregations worship al
ternately in each of the two houses of worship. The churches
are some three miles apart. One day we find them worshiping
at the Brick church, and the next, at the White church. In
the Spring of the year, the communion is dispensed at the
White church, and in the Fall of the year in the Brick church.
Rev. George Scott was one of the early pastors, and after him
came Rev. Joseph Moffitt. The first one with whom the writer
was acquainted was Rev. Alexander Savage, who served the
congregation faithfully for fifty years. The next pastor was
Rev. L. A. Sweet, who was succeeded in 1941 by Rev. Samuel
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S. Ward, who is the present pastor. Revs. James S. Scott, W.
R. McChesney, and F. A. Jurkat, were all from the White
Ghurch.
Rev. A. W. Black was pastor of Fairview until his death.
Revs. John Alford, G. W. Brownell, W. P. Harriman, R. N. Colm»en, D. H. Hammond, A. G. Montgomery, Robert Knapp, and
D. Porter Williams have each held pastorates since the death
of G W. Brownell in 1911. The congregation has changed and
improved as the years have passed, and is now one of our live
and prosperous congregations.
The Tarentum congregation was organized about 1884 or
1885, and had its only pastor in the person of Rev. John H.
Kendall, a most amiable man, who was assistant Clerk of
Synod from 1887-1905. At his death in 1916, the congregation
returned to the United Presbyterian Church, from whence it
came.
We do not have the dates of the New Castle, Beulah, and
Deer Creek, and a few other small organizations. The Beulah
congregation, in Mercer County, enjoyed the halftime services
o& Rev. G. W. Brownell, until his death, the other part of his
lime was spent at Fairview. The congregation was later dis
organized. The Allegheny conrgegation, with their pastor, Rev.
John McMillan, left the Synod during the troubles of 1868. There
were a few other small organizations that were disorganized
for lack of pastors. The Pittsburgh congregation was the lari est of them all, and was for many years under the pastorate
cf lipv. John Douglass. After his resignation, Rev. William
Young was pastor until his death. The next call was made for
. v. .levin Woodside. This call resulted in the division of the
congregation. Those who followed Rev. Woodside located o.i
Cram C reet, while the others held the old church property
on Oai; Alley. They called Rev. Samuel Douglass, who re
signed about 188/. The next pastor was Rev. Thomas Watters.
Under his pastorate the congregation built a new house of wornip on the corner of Eucl.d Ave. and Baum St. He was our
only Modernist, so far as known to the writer. On the '’eat1'
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of Rev. Woodsdde the congregation at Euclid Ave. left the
General Synod and united with the Presbyterian. Church, U. S. A.
The Grant Street congregation on the death of Rev. Woodside, called the Rev. John B. Wilson, D.D., of the United
Presbyterian Church, who brought about the return of the con
gregation to General Synod, and served with great success un
til his death. He was not only a beloved pastor, but honored
by the whole church, and elected Moderator of Synod in 1919,
;in Philadelphia. Before his death, arrangements were made for
building a new house of worship in the Homewood section of the
city. The building is of modern design, and the congegation
carries on successfully in all branches of its work. Rev. A. E.
Gregg served as pastor until 1938. Then Rev. H. C. Carson
was called and served until 1942. Rev. Willard Billica was
then called and installed pastor in the early part of 1944.
After all these changes for nearly 150 years, the Pitts
burgh congregation is in a flourishing condition. The Pitts
burgh Presbytery contains First Pittsburgh, Fairv'iew and Dar
lington congregations. The latter is really a double congrega
tion, and an example of what can be done where people livp
together in unity. They surely can sing with zest the 133 Psalm.
Many might with better grace sing, “God bless and pity us.
While at the Brick and Wh.te churches their favorite song
‘has always been:
‘“Behold how good a thing it is,
and how becoming well,
Together such as brethren are,
in unity to dwell.”
Signs of new life and activity are evident in all these con
gregations. The young people of the congregations in the Pres
bytery have organized during the year 1944, under the name,
“The Young People’s Presbyterial of the Pittsburgh Presbytery,”
and have obtained space in the Advocate to promote their
work, with Rev. Samuel Ward in charge of this department.
With this birdseye view of the Pittsburgh Presbytery, we
will next turn our attention to Ohio and Indiana.
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A HISTORICAL SKETCH

Chapter XIII
In writing these items of historical interest, we make no
pretense of giving a full and exact account of the organizations
and work of the various congregations large and small, that
have been or still exist in our Presibyteries. In many cases rec
ords were not carefully kept, and even those that were once
available, have in many cases been lost. In most cases exact
dates at present cannot be obtained. The most that we can do,
is to give a correct view as we have personally seen things dur
ing the past fifty-five years.
The Ohio Presbytery for years was principally located in
the State of Ohio, but a few were located in Indiana. In early
days, Cincinnati, Xenia, and Cedarville, were the principal places
where good congregations were organized.
These were com
posed of people who had immigrated from the east, or from
South Carolina. These latter, came from the Southland at an
early date, because of their dislike of slavery, and settled in the
southern part of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois. Soon there was an
organization in Cincinnati, Xenia and Cedarville. In the Min
utes of General Synod of 1871, we find the following congrega
tions listed: “Beach Woods, Morning Sun, Ohio; The Finst
Church, Cincinnati; Church of the Covenanters; Xenia; Cedar
ville; Utica; Richland, and Garrison, in New Washington, In
diana," and later, a congregation in Idaville, Indiana, a total or
eight congregations. Some of these later suffered from emigra
tion to the west, and others from various causes.
As the writer knew the Presbytery in 1888, it was composed
of the First, Church, Cincinnati; Cedarville and Idaville.
The
troubles of 1870 no doubt as well as emigration were the causes
of decline. These three last named congregations were all in a
prosperous condition until about 1905.
Idaville congregation
was not large, but until then gave promise of successful growth.
During the pastorate of Rev. Robert Blair, during his sickness,
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the writer held Communion there at two different times, nnd
heard no words of dissatisfaction. The last pastor was Rev.
T. R. Turner.
Soon after the Synod of 1905, however. It was
disorganized or rather died from Presbyterial neglect and mis
management.
In 1894, Cedarville College was organized, and in 1896 the
new College building was dedicated during the meeting of Gen
eral Synod. Soon afterward, the congregation erected a fine
house of worship, and new life was seen in evidence. No evi
dence of defection was seen anywhere.
HoweVer, as time
passed on, large sums of money were necessary to carry-on the
work’ in the College, and erect more buildings to accomodate
the growth of the student body, and provide for the expenses of
this new and fact growing institution.
The necessary funds
were slow in coming in, and the demands were far in excess of
the means to supply them. The burden was a heavy one indeed
for a denomination of our .size, and dissatisfaction with the ad
ministration of the institution, made failure only a matter of
time.
y
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The congregation did all it could to meet all its obligations,
but eventually the break came, to the sorrow of all concerned.
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After 20 years of hoping and waiting for better things to
come, the President of the College resigned, and later, being
pastor- of the Cincinnati congregation, went into the Presbyter
ian Church, U. S. A. and acrried all the church property with
him. Cedarville congregation was now left alone, but under
the leadership of the late Rev. W. R. MeChesney, the new Pres
ident, and the faithful help of Rev. F. A. Jurkat, new life was
evident, and our hopes abounded. In the meantime General Synod came into possession of the Mission at Houston, Ky., and it
was put under the care of the Ohio Presbytery.
After the death of Dr. J. F. Morton, several ministers were
called to shepherd this old historic congregation at Cedarville.
These pastorates were comparatively short, and the congrega
. . .
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tion feeling discouraged, in 1926, with its pastor, entered the
Presbyterian Church, U. S. A.
The College, however, for the present made no changes.
The above named President and his ever faithful companion
in labor remained with the Synod, awaiting the outcome of fu
ture events. In the meantime they had the care of the Hous
ton congregation.
The denomination had grown weaker, and utterly unable to
do more for the College, even if it had been willing. In 1928,
the College sought and obtained release from the Synod, and be
ing unable to enter any other denomination, it has been carry
ing on up to the present time as an independent institution.
The Pre ident having resigned, remained loyal to his Church,
and .o the College to which he had given his life through fifty
years, and then on June 13, 1944 passed on to receive the
CROWNon as before under the leadership of Rev. F. A. .Turkat, who
n e v e r seems to worry or get tired. How different from those
o. whom the Psalmist speaks:
“Amidst thy congregations thine enemies do roar;
Their en.igns they set up for signs of triumph as before.
A man was famous, and was had in high estimation,
According as he lifted up his axe thick trees upon;
But all at once with axes now and hammers they go to,
And down the carved work thereof they break, and quite
undo.”

XI
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Chapter XIV
We now turn our attention to the history of General Synod
within the bounds of the Western Presbytery.
Am stated in the previous chapter, at an early date many of
the Covenanters in South Caroline immigrated to the southern
parts of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois. Those who came to Illinois
located in Randolph, Perry, Washington, Marion and St. Clair
countie- in the early years of the 19th century.
They brought with them their religious principles as well as
their earthly belongings. They knew well how to carry on re
ligious work in their “Society Meetings," and soon sought for
and obtained the services of Rev. Samuel Wylie, who came as a
missionary to Illinois and Missouri in 1817. He had been li
censed by the Middle Presbytery in Philadelphia, Pa., in 18-15.
He arrived in Kaskaskia, at tlw^mouth of the Kaskaskia river
just above where it empties into the Mississippi, in the month
of July 1818. This was a very important place in those days.
Here the State Capitol was first located, and also the place from
which Gen. Clark started his expedition to Vincennes, Indiana,
at an earlier date. His field of labor was in Randolph, Wash
ington, Ferry, and St. Clair counties. He began his work at
Eden, which for many years was a village a mile east of the
present town of Sparta. Here a congregation was organized
and the first Session was constituted May 24, 1819. less than a
year after his arrival in Kaskaskia. In the month of June 1819.
the congregation made a call for Rev. Wylie. His work as a
missionary occupied bis full time for the present, and on May
22, 1821, a second call was made and signed by 35 members, and
the subscription for his support was $208.
He was installed
pastor May 18, 1821.
He remained pastor until his death,
March 20, 1872.
Incidentally we may note that his successor. Rev. W. J.
Smiley, was installed pastor over the Bethel congregation on
the 5th of June, 1872, and remained pastor for 50 years. These
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two pastorates covered a period of IllOO years. Daring Rev. Smi
ley’s pastorate, the congregation moved their place of worship
from Eden to Sparta, and the present pastor, Rev. R. W. Stew
art, has begun to make another record, which we hope may make
another half-century record.
The Western Presbytery was organized soon after the in
stallation of Rev. Samuel Wylie, in 1821. The first places for
preaching were under trees, in barns and cabins.
The first
house of worship was a frame building 28x40. On Feb. 11, 1830,
they decided to build a brick church, and the sum of 800 was
raised and the work began immediately. Thus we see the start
ing point from which the work in Southern Illinois was carried
on for many years.
Later on the Grand Cote congregation of Coulterville, 111.;
Concord of Cutler, 111.; Unity, of Lively Grove, Washington Co.,
111.; Walnut Hill, Marion Co.,-111.; Hill Prairie, Marissa, St. Clair
Co., 111.; were all organized and were for years prosperous. Oth
er congregations listed as late as 1871 were Princeton, Ind.;
Salem, Ind.; Hephzeba'h, Lincoln Co., Tenn. The Republican
City congregation was organized on Jan. 20, 1871. Later, the
Washington congregation, near Elgin, 111., was added to the
roll.
In the eighties, Cedarvalley, Denton Co., and Barclay,
Black Hawk Co., Iowa, were added, and in the nineties, Los An
geles, and Salinas, Cal.; Minneapolis, Minnesota; Fairview, 15
miles farther north; and Glendale and Prior Lake, 20 miles
south of Minneapolis, were organized and on the Presbyterial
roll.
Thus, we can see the rapid growth in small new organiza
tions that sprang up under the mis. ionary efforts of those days.
Some were weak, but all of such importance that by ^proper care
and cultivation they might have beome large or lived to be use
ful.
We are not sure of the dates of the organizations of Con
cord and Grand Cote, but they were organized soon after that
ol Bethel.
Hill Prairie was organized in 1843. Rev. M. Har-
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show of Concord preached there half time for several years. He
was followed by Rev. N. K. Crowe, and later by Rev. John Nevin,
who died In 1896. Rev. J. B. Crawford was the next pastor for
about seven yean . Me was followed by Rev. R. W. Chesnut,
from 1888 until late in 1904. The next pastor was Rev. T. R.
Turner, and he was followed by Rev. William Patterson.
The
congregation erected a fine house of worship in 1886. and a
Manse in 1898. From 1888 until 1904 the congregation had near
ly doubled in membership, and had become one of the foremost
in its missionary contributions. During the next three years, it
was reduced to about half of its former membership, and being
unable to keep a regular pastor, and for other reasons that we
will not mention, they were disorganized in 1919.
The Unity congregation at Lively Grove, one of the oldest
congregations, enjoyed at one time the ministrations of Rev.
Pearson, and seemed to thrive for a time, but when the “Go
West” craze came they soon became so depleted that the field
was abandoned. Some of the members went to Grand Cote, and
some to Hill Prairie. The community is now settled by Ger
mans who are either Roman Catholics or Evangelical Lutherans.
In 1900 the old brick church was still standing without doors
or windows, and the only business house in the place was a beer
saloon.
After the Civil War emigration to the west caused
many of the communities of former years to completely change.
The Grand Cote congregation for many years has been the
largest in the Presbytery, and has had as pastors, Revs. W. S.
Bratton, Robert Hunter, H. H. Brownel, James L. Chesnut, A.
S. Creswell, and P. W. Duncan. During the pastorate of Rev.
James L. Chesnut, a new Manse and house of worship were
erected. The pastors of the Concord church were Revs. M.
Harshaw, Alex. Rale ton, R. S. Feagles, R. W. Chesnut and R. S.
Elder.
Late." the congregation disbanded and the members
mostly went to either Grand Cote or Bethel or to the United
Presbyterian Church in Cutler.
The Walnut Hill congregation was among the old organiza
tions, and the last pastor was Rev. J. K. Martin. A few mem
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bers remained for many years, but most of them entered the
United Presbyterian Ohurch.
The Princeton congregation for many years, and untii 1870
was under the pastoral care of Rev. John McMaster. In a few
years Rev. Robert Blair became pastor, resigning later to take
charge of the Idaville congregation.
The organization being
weak became discouraged and was soon disorganized. We have
no records of the Salem congregation in Indiana, and it was
abandoned before the writer of this sketch entered the ministry.
The Washington congregation, located in Kane Co., Illinois,
and six miles west of Elgin, came into the Western Presbytery
after the Chicago Presbytery was disorganized. In 1889 there
were 35 members. For many years Rev. A. R. Gailey was their
pastor, and Rev. D. McKinney was paster for a short time up to
about 1885.
The Republican City congregation was organized Jan. 20.
1871, by Rev. James S. Scott, vTho served as pastor until his
death in 1889. Since then, Rev. D. J. White served for three
years. He was followtd by Rev. L. A. Benson, who took charge
in 1904, and served until his death in 1942. They still worship
in the old church that was built in 1871 and 1872, being the first
‘fciiurch edifice built in Clay Co., Kansas. At present they are
enjoying part time supplies.
* The Los Angeles congregation was organized by Dr. David
Steele, D. ■D.,
in 1891.
Rev. S. M. Ramsey served a>s pastor una* ■ •..
j*
til his death in 1931. The Salinas, Cab, congregation was or
ganized about the same time, and wras visited by a few of our
ministers later, but as it was impossible to furnish them with
regular preaching they eventually disbanded.
In the early eighties, part of the Oedarvalley, U. P. Church,
west of Vinton, Icrwa, applied for admission and was admitted in
to the Western Presbytery and Rev. H. H. Brownell, formerly
of idaville, Ind., was pastor until 1890. After his resignation,
they either emigrated farther west or returned tp the United
Presbyteraien Church.
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The Barkley congregation In Black Hawk Co., Ia„ wan small
but might have grown to larger proportions under proper care;
however, at this particular time, supplies were not available, and
It was soon abandoned.
The writer of this sketch visited these places several times,
in connection with other work during 1892-1894, and found In
each of these places a possibility for growth.
In the years 1890 and 1891, the missionary spirit seemed to
occupy the minds of every memlber of General Synod. The pros
pects of new mission fields in the vicinity of Minneapolis, Min
nesota, were promising, and Dr. David Steele, D. D,, of Philadel
phia, visited Minneapolis prior to his visit to Los Angeles, and
under the direction and help of Mr. Thomas Peebles, a man of
more than ordinary education and ability, effected an organiza
tion. Mr. Peebles was a lawyer, and specially gifted as a thor
ough Bible student. Soon afterward, he was licensed and or
dained, and placed in charge of the mission work in Minnesota,
in 1893, Rev. R. S. Feagles, of the Presbyterian Church, U. S. A.,
being strictly orthodox, came to our help, and eventually was
placed as stated supply at Concord. The congregation in Min
neapolis grew rapidly and began to reach out to the north and
south country districts, and founded the Falrvlew congregation
15 miles north of the city. At the same time, an abandoned
church called Glendale, 20 miles south, was taken under our
care. Later, Prior Lake, a place where no religious work had
been done before, was canvassed and later became a promising
congregation. In the city of Minneapolis, a mission called Glencar was started in the northeast part of the city, and held its
meetings in a school house. During these eventful days, Rev.
Peebles secured a vacant academy building, started an academy
which was run successfully for a few years, and the congregation
worshipped in it. Here then, in a few years four statibns were
all under the care of Rev. Peebles, and with the help of Rev.
Feagles, and later, Mr. John McClelland, a student, carried on
the work successfully.
Presbytery met in Minnesota, first in Minneapolis, and sec
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ond in Glendale. To these people these were all a rare treat.
Our meetings at all these places were all enthusiastic and profit
able.
However, all this good work that was so well begun was des
tined to collapse under the bickerings and schemings of our ec
clesiastical self-promoted leaders.
The burden was so great,
and the obstacles thrown in the way were so many, that Rev.
Peebles resigned his work in 1901, and the whole mission failed,
while those who were responsible for it, left the General Synod.
Jealousy, Jealousy! Thou art a fiend.
In all these places, with the exception of Walnut Hill,
Princeton, Hephzebah, and the Salinas Mission, the writer of
this sketch held services and found the people anxious to re
main with General Synod, and no doubt they would have done
so i f they could have been supplied with suitable half-time
preaching. As supplies were not available they were left with
out the Sealing Ordinances, and the care of the Presbytery.
So far as the people were concerned they did not fail to
do their part, but with sorrow and life-long regrets, found them
selves unable to maintain their organizations; and, as a result,
the Presbytery has been reduced to its present size and condi
tions.
In the succeeding chapter we will notice some causes that
led up to our failures in the past, after giving a passing notice
ol the Chicago and Eastern Presbyteries.

Chapter XV

With this chapter we close our historical sketch, by looking
for a while at the Chicago and Eastern Presbyteries as (hey
were in 1S7L; their prospects and untimely end. We simply
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Klve you a view of what they were then, as printed In the Min
utes of General Synod of that year.
CHICAGO P R E SB Y T ER Y

Lima—Milton, Rock County, Wisconsin.
Washington — Rev. A. R. Gailey, Elgin, Kane County.
Illinois.
Chicago — Rev. S. M. Ramsey, 17 N. Curtis St.; Church, cor.
Fulton and May Sts.
Bloom — Rev. Samuel Young, Bloom, Cook County, 111.
Monmouth — iMr. Martin, (Monmouth, 111.
Somonauk — Mr. Isaac Kirkpatrick, Sandwich, DeKalb Co.,
Illinois.
EASTERN PRESBYTERY
Amherst and Sackville — !Rev. Alex. Clark, D. D., Amhdrst,
Nova Scotia.
Ohimogue and Port Elgin — Rev. Samuel Boyd, Cbimogue,
New Brunswick.
Goose River 2nd — Amherst, Nova Scotia.
River Herbert —>Mr. James McAleese, River Herbert, No
va Scotia.
Nappan — Mr. Joseph Coates, Nappan, New Brunswick.
Goose River 1st — Mr. Keiver Hunter, Goose River, Nova
Scotia.
In each of these Presbyteries there were six congregations.
Chicago had three ministers and the Eastern two.
As there was a cause for their organization, there must
have been a cause for their disorganization. The Chicago Pres
bytery is not listed in the Minutes after the year 1876, and the
Eastern Presbytery not after 1896.
There must be more than one cause for these many changes
and failures in keeping up the congregations large and small in
the entire church.
1.
After the Civil War, there was a wave of emigration to
the west that drew away many from the eastern churches. This
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would not have l>een so bad, but in many cases the emigrants did
not settle in colonies and build uip the church in the west. They
settled often in the place where they thought they could get the
best land, or a chance to make a livelihood, forgetting the church
entirely, and so lost to our church, and in many cases to any
church whatsoever.
2. There was a shortage of ministers to supply even those
who were in sufficient numbers to organize a congregation, and
the people did not have the patience to wait for some one to
supply their spiritual needis. However, there were some noted
exceptions to this in some places.
3. The hardships of western pioneer life were such that
very few mnisters, especially the younger ones, cared to go west.
The older men largely bore the burden for many years.
The
younger men, desiring better and more refined wayis of living,
stayed east and sought for the places where the work was more
to their taste, and had a better show for success. Horace Gree
ley said. “Young man, go west.” Many did for lands and other
worldly gain, but not so many for the spiritual and moral wel
fare of western civilization. At the isame time, many of the
eastern churches were without pastors, where the salaries were
necessarily very small.
4. Our ministers while pretty well educated, were not
trained to go out and build up the church from the raw material
of the world. As long as they could go down to the wharf when
the ship came in from Scotland or Ireland, loaded with fresh re
cruits, the work wan prosperous. However, when the induce
ments to go west were not so good after the west became set
tled up, and immigration from the British Isles was reduced,
the eastern churches began to feel the pinch, and were not in a
condition to maintain themselves. The harvest was indeed plen
tiful, and thp laborers few; but even worse, the laborers did not
know how to do the work after being so long simply housing
those who had already been used to the work of the church and
were simply waiting for a church home and an opportunity for
service.
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r>. Most college!* and seminarian are not training young
men ami women for any service except the one that will bring
in the beat snlary. Most young men want to be considered a
first class preacher if they follow that calling. Anything below
a thousand dollars a year Is third class. Second class brings
one up to $2,000, and all others above that are first fela».a. The
small organisation can not for this reason get more than third
class preaching, if even that. So this world says and acts.
li. Many who with patience and hard labor win second
place by and by. get discouraged and run from place to place,
and in the end fail to reach their goal. It would not at all be
polite to “cry aloud and spare not” ; it would not do to condemn
a prevalent sin, for there are so many wtio are guilty, and might
not come again; it will never do to preach a long sermon, some
nue might get weary or go asleep; it will not do to be short, for
some one might think they did not get the worth of their inite
placed on the plate, etc. Really, we hear little any more about
the common and special sins of the day, and yet the rhetoric
an;! style may he faultless. The people may be to blame some
what; they all have their likes and dislikes; but the Captain’s
orders are, “Cry aloud and spare not.” Paul was the greatest
preacher (except Jesus Christ), and he is a good example. He
did the planting, and others were to do the watering.
7. Many have not been true to their Master or to the de
nomination that they have solemnly promised to serve. Oth
ers have used poor judgment, and made havoc wherever they
went. They had a good education and thought at least that they
were pious, but they lacked good sense.
8. There were more organizations than could be supported.
Some could have been sustained by half time preaching, hut
were neglected. Even the Presbyteries were often negligent in
giving proper oversight. The Home Mission fields have not re
ceived the consideration that they should, and the home churches
have been growing smaller. The Foreign Missions are too ex
pensive for the gi owth attained. The mistakes of the past are
evident. What can be done to change these conditions and
give us new life, vigor, hope, and make us a real evangelical
denomination and fulfill our Covenant obligations?
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9.
The Union craze has been the cause of more trouble in
the churches than any other cause we have mentioned. Early
in our history in America, attempts were made to unite the de
nominations that were nearest together in doctrine and prac
tice. The principle, if properly carried out, was good, but the
manner of accomplishing it was wrong.
Committees were ap
pointed consisting largely of those who were anxious for union.
One year was spent in getting a report ready for the interested
denominations; a report was duly prepared, and a majority of
those concerned knew little about the matter and desired more
time for consideration. On the other hand, those in favor of
union were unwilling to wait for a thorough study of the points
at issue, and unduly pressed the matter; therefore, instead of
union of the two bodies, both were divided, and now instead of
one strong united body there were three weak ones. The Reiormed Presbyterian and Associate Presbyterian bodies united
in part, and made the Associate Reformed Presbyteran Church,
but left by its side, two weak denominations. The same thing
occurred in 1858, when the United Presbyterian Church was
lounded. Later on it was the Union craze that started the trou
ble in 1868, and again in 1870, and still later in 1905. In all these
ca es the attempt to force the people to act without sufficient
time for consideration w'as the cause of trouble and dissension.
Not so much because union was not desired, as that scheming
and trickery among the leaders was evident. So far at least
all attempts at union have been a failure to bring about a harmonioui, union. We have all these years been trying to bring
about the union of Ps. and A. P.s, and It. P.s and U. P.s, but in
every a. e we have produced nothing but Split Ps. Not in a sin
gle instance have we produced a better and more prolific var
iety.
It is the opinion of the writer that if all these varieties of
P-- we e united and cultivated by our stock of amateur theolog*i* a 1 leaders, we would soon be like the church of the Eaodiceans,
fit only to be pewed out of the mouth of the Lord. In union
there will be strength, if we the constituent elements of the
united church, led by the Holy Spirit, live, believe and act in
harmony.
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“If we are led against our will,
We will be of the same opinion still.”
Get us not be cast down because that others have also failed
in doing their duty. Now as never before the world is being
opened up to the Gospel of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.
Are we awake to our duty?
After 57 years in the ministry it is hard to bear the thought
that has so often been our greatest burden, seeing our Reforma
tion Principles are so little heeded. There Is just as much need
to preach and practice them as ever. Our methods may change
and ifiometimes for the better, but principles that are founded on
the teaching of God’s Word never change.
The foregoing Sketch makes no pretense of being a com
plete history, but principally states the facts as the writer has
seen them during these passing years, and hopes that the pres
ent tendency to revive the work and encourage the people by
Presbyterial and Synodic visitations will continue, and that a day
of real revival is at hand.
We close this sketch, hoping that
it may prove beneficial to all, especially the coming generation.
May our resolution be—
“And I will constantly go on
In strength of God the Lord;
And thine own righteousness, even thine,
Alone I will record.
For even from my youth, O God,
By Thee I have been taught,
And hitherto I have declared,
The wonders Thou hast wrought.
And now, Lord, leave me not when I
Old and gray-headed grow;
Till to this age Thy strength and power
To all who come I show.”
(REV. ROBERT WALDO CHESNUT, Ph. D.
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